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INTRODUCTION BY THE PRESIDENT

After enthusiastically embarking on this project in 2020, AISCAT is once again pleased to 
present this year’s Sustainability Report. This report comes in an historically dramatic period 
for Italy and the entire world, during which our sector has proven its ability to guarantee ser-
vice continuity for users, operating and managing its network at high standards of efficiency 
and safety, and contributing towards the mobility of its country, its goods and people, even 
during the pandemic crisis. All this was made possible also thanks to the close collaboration 
and cooperation with the heads of the Civil Defence Service and of the Road Police, which 
guaranteed maximum user safety and protection.  It is useful to underline how, precisely du-
ring the health emergency that hit the entire country, motorways represented, and continue 
to represent, one of the main elements to measure the country’s economic performance. 
Indeed, although significant drops in traffic volumes were recorded, with very harsh impacts 
on the sector’s accounts, as soon as circulation restrictions were lifted the persistent vitality 
of the Italian economy was observed through a progressive and steady return to normality.  
During this last year, an extremely difficult one for us all, both as citizens and as representa-
tives of an industrial sector, we are proud to witness that with the many years of experience 
and know-how acquired over decades of field work, our sector has carried out and continues 
to carry out, a fundamental role for the development, competitiveness and modernisation 
of the country, successfully addressing the market’s demand for sustainable mobility.  In re-
lation to the country’s modernisation, we would like to highlight the fact that over the last 
twenty years the Italian motorway sector has achieved results of European level excellence. 
Indeed, over these years, we have observed a general upgrading of the Italian motorway 
network, with the development of third and fourth lanes where traffic volumes made these 
necessary. Toll collection technology has also witnessed significant processes of innovation 
but, above all, active and passive safety works have produced a marked decrease in acci-
dent rates vis-à-vis an increasing traffic scenario.
Sustainability is, after all, a universally recognised issue, and very much a current affair topic 
beyond our national borders, both at a European as well as at an international level. In this 
respect, and availing itself of its interlocutors of reference in Brussels, especially ASECAP 
(the European Association of Operators of Toll Road Infrastructures), AISCAT wishes to once 
again ratify its effort, as well as that of all the sector at a European level, to provide its contri-
bution towards pursuing the sustainability objectives highlighted by European institutions. In 
this regard, to highlight the importance paid by European Institutions towards sustainability 
even more, it is worth reminding the reader that in December 2020 the European Com-
mission published a Communication on the “European Strategy for Sustainable and Smart 
Mobility”, the contents of which are particularly relevant, as they will substantially drive the 
sector’s works over the coming months and years in terms of the different European projects, 
both legislative and not, concerning our sector. In its new Strategy for Sustainable and Smart 
Mobility, the Commission has first of all set an ambitious objective aimed at reducing pollu-
ting emissions by 90% by 2050 through a series of projects and intermediate actions im-
pacting all modes of transportation. 
Therefore, taking into account the great attention that is being given to sustainability at a 
European level too, this second AISCAT 2020 Sustainability Report is most relevant and 
describes the numerous activities carried out by concessionaires represented by AISCAT 
towards sustainable mobility. Moreover, the report looks at the question of sustainability wi-
thin a broader perspective; one that is not limited to environmental aspects alone, but also 
to ones relating to the services provided to users, the sector’s contribution towards economic 
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development, the improvement of road safety, the strengthening of human resources and 
the social impact connected with the road operator’s business itself. This document, which 
is the result of careful study and capillary analysis carried out by the “Sustainability” Work 
Group to which mobility experts from AISCAT represented concessionaires have continued to 
give significant and valuable contributions, presents the sector’s aggregate data in relation 
to key sustainability related quantitative parameters and performance indicators, updated 
to 2020.
This second edition of the Report, which opens with the usual and updated presentation 
of the motorway network operated under concessions and the relative elements that cha-
racterise it – construction works, vehicle traffic, service areas – then turns to a more specific 
analysis of the sector’s contribution towards economic development and its investments in 
terms of environment, technological development and innovation applied to road transpor-
tation, work safety and the consequent commitments to corporate social responsibility. 
Moreover, in order to give an homogeneous picture and a uniform viewpoint on sustainable 
mobility for all the sector represented by AISCAT, the document has been enriched by speci-
fically addressing the individual sustainability initiatives being carried out by Italian conces-
sionaires; these initiatives are looked at in specific thematic schedules.  Indeed, the Associa-
tion wishes to highlight the work of its concessionaires, who are, after all, the main players of 
sustainability – those road operators who are daily and directly on the field to promote the 
work that is in line with sustainable mobility objectives.   Within this scope, just as last year, 
we have presented herein several initiatives of excellence aimed at measuring and curbing 
the environmental impact of motorway infrastructures, seeking a delicate balance between 
ground, air, noise, flora and fauna. We have also documented the many initiatives relating to 
safety, which is the main value for our users. Furthermore, through their experience, conces-
sionaires have demonstrated how the value of people is strongly felt. We have also wished to 
include corporate welfare measures: not only insurance coverage and healthcare services, 
but also customised packages aimed at improving the welfare and life-work balance of wor-
kers and their families. Lastly, innovation, such an essential element for the development and 
creation of value over time, which can count on the experimental projects of our Members in 
such diverse areas as connectivity between independent vehicles and infrastructure, traffic 
forecasting models and new infrastructure design.
In conclusion, the entire sector is proud to be among the main players, in the transportation 
world, to have adopted and to continue to promote a cohesive model of sustainable deve-
lopment, respecting the distinct differences of each Member whilst sharing a common vision 
of the value of environmental sustainability applied to the motorway network. It is with this 
vision that the effort of AISCAT, and of the entire sector, will surely continue over the coming 
years. 

Dott. Diego Cattoni
AISCAT President
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AISCAT IN FIGURES: HIGHLIGHTS

HIGHLIGHTS

INDICATOR UNIT 2020 2019

Tolled motorway network 
operated under concessions 
(Italy)

Km 6,038 6,038

AISCAT motorway network Km 4,835 4,835

Traffic Vehicles *Km 
(million) 53,064 73,014

Environmentally significant 
expenses and investment Euro 167,664,487 118,128,822

Total number of staff n 10,627 10,313

Network affected by procedures 
for work accidents involving 
contractor companies’ staff

% 79% 79%

Accidents with injuries 
and/or deaths per 100 million 
vehicle-km

n 6.02 7.25

Existence of procedures 
to select suppliers according 
to ESG criteria

% 78% 78%

Globally generated value added Euro 1,735,196,423 2,363,533,977

Related industries 
(costs for services)
Equal to the annual gross remuneration 
of 68,000 workers

Euro 2,062,430,472 1,626,781,894

Owing to the pandemic and to the lockdowns that were enforced to curtail it, 2020 proved 
to be a very difficult year for the whole country and, therefore, for AISCAT too.  Traffic along 
the AISCAT network was significantly lower, dropping from 73,014 (in 2019) to 53,064 (in 
2020) million vehicle-km. This is a 27% drop, one never before recorded in the history of the 
Association and of the country. Moreover, this reduction in traffic volume had significant im-
pacts on globally generated value added, which dropped from 2.4 to 1.7 billion Euros, mainly 
due to decreased toll revenues. One should, however, underline how despite this decrease in 
the main income stream, AISCAT Members increased expenditure on user services from 1.6 
to 2 billion Euros and staff headcount from 10,313 (2019) to 10,627 (2020).
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The entire sector has therefore demonstrated its ability to guarantee service continuity to 
users, operating and managing the network at high standards of efficiency and safety, and 
contributing towards the mobility of the country, its goods and people. Indeed, throughout 
2020, AISCAT Members continued to work for the good of the country, keeping their public 
utility service operational despite lower traffic levels and the possibility, therefore, of ope-
rating at optimal running capacity. Members not only succeeded in maintaining pre-Covid 
service levels, but also managed to increase environmentally relevant expenditure and in-
vestment, which increased from 118 to 167 million Euros. In terms of network safety, it is 
fundamental to underline how this is one of the most important issues for Members, and 
one that is therefore constantly monitored. During this difficult year, active and passive sa-
fety works along the network generated a clear reduction in the rate of accidents vis-à-vis 
a scenario of increasing traffic. The accident rate (accidents with injuries and/or deaths per 
100 million vehicle-km) decreased from 7.25 (2019) to 6.02 (2020).
Members also carefully monitor their suppliers of goods and services, which make up the 
value creation chain. In 2020, 78% of the AISCAT network was managed by Members who-
se supplier selection procedure complied with ESG criteria, and 79% of the network was 
managed by Members that have procedures in place to handle work accidents that involve 
contractor companies’ staff.
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AISCAT

CHAPTER 1

1.1 | WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE DO

AISCAT has represented, for more than 50 years now, the Association of motorway and 
tunnel concessionaire companies operating in Italy. The Association was first established in 
1966 to act as a catalyst for the interests of the national motorway sector. 
Through its Technical Committees and Work Groups, which consist of experts broken down 
into specific areas, the Association analyses infrastructural, operating, legal and admini-
strative issues that are of interest to its Members. Within this context, the work of AISCAT 
and of its Technical Committees has always paid particular attention to environmental and 
social aspects as well as to the motorway sector’s intrinsic need for ongoing technological 
innovation. AISCAT’s key role is to collect and share the work efforts of its Members, pro-
moting the increase, consolidation and modernisation of the infrastructure network for the 
benefit of sustainable mobility. 
The Association promotes the harmonisation and standardisation of the sector’s proce-
dures and activities, especially in terms of service operating conditions and relations with 
users. The Association also assists its Members by representing them before the main na-
tional, European and international political and administrative institutions, supports them 
in actions that protect their interests and rights, carries out study and research work, and 
organises meetings and conferences on subjects of common interest to the sector.

THE INFRASTRUCTURAL CAPITAL

INDICATOR UNIT 2020 2019

Motorway network operated under 
concessions Km 4,835 4,835

Traffic Vehicles *Km 
(million) 53,064 73,014

Type of Toll payment (electronic toll) 
number of transactions No. 697,372,276 763,543,439

Traffic per vehicle class (heavy) Vehicles *Km 
(million) 14,850 16,958

Traffic per vehicle class (light) Vehicles *Km 
(million) 38,214 56,056

Type of toll payment (manual) number 
of transactions No. 86,740,712 147,018,654

Type of toll payment  (automatic teller) 
number of transactions No. 275,929,643 281,613,028

Overall, AISCAT Members operate 4,835 km of motorway network under concessions, re-
presenting more than 80% of the tolled motorway network and 70% of the total Italian mo-
torway network. More than 35% of the network has three or more lanes.
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THE ASECAP EUROPEAN MOTORWAY NETWORK: 
COUNTRY BREAKDOWN

Source: ASECAP Statistical Bulletin 2020, p. 10
(Full members only)
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THE MOTORWAY NETWORK IN ITALY

 

Source: AISCAT half-year information 3-4 2020, p. 5

The infrastructural capital of AISCAT’s Members includes numerous valuable construction 
works (bridges, viaducts, flyovers and tunnels) connected with the geomorphological com-
plexity of our country and, in many instances, are a symbol of our nation’s engineering 
prowess. One need only consider how the Alps and Apennines cover 35% of our country’s 
surface, whilst at a European level the percentage of mountainous surface is significantly 
lower (about 20%). This geomorphological fact helps us better understand the complexity 
and special nature of AISCAT’s network, which is also characterised by the existence of three 
international tunnels; namely two connecting Italy with France (the Fréjus and the Mont 
Blanc) and one connecting Italy with Switzerland (The Great St Bernard), which cumulatively 
stretch more than 30 km, of which half fall under the responsibility of AISCAT Members com-
panies. In addition to these elements (which are evidence of the complexity and articulacy of 
the network) the Members’ infrastructural capital also includes a significant amount of tech-
nological and systems equipment. The following table provides details of the infrastructure’s 
composition. It should be noted that the table only includes works that are at least 100 me-
tres in length; if all works were shown the number would be significantly higher.
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TOTAL MOTORWAY NETWORK (100%): 6,977.6 KM 

Under concession to AISCAT Members: 4,835.4  km – 70%
Under concession to non-AISCAT Members: 1,202.9 km – 17%
ANAS motorway network: 939.3 km – 13%

13%
939.3 km

17%
1,202.9  km

70%
4,835.4  km
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THE INFRASTRUCTURAL CAPITAL

INDICATOR UNIT 2020 2019

Works (bridges, viaducts, flyovers and tunnels) No. 6,600 6,398

Variable Message Signs No. 3,563 3,287

% of network covered by safety “tutors” % 22 14

Noise barriers (km) Km 742.7 759

Road cameras No. 8,608 7,647

Emergency stopping places No. 7,311 7,151

SOS Emergency call posts No. 6,909 6,740

Parking Areas No. 198 181

Service Areas No. 334 341

Toll lanes (non-electronic payment entry lanes) No. 823 830

Toll lanes (electronic payment entry lanes) No. 943 957

Toll lanes (exit lanes manual payment) No. 507 472

Toll lanes (exit lanes with automatic teller) No. 816 801

Toll lanes (electronic payment exit lanes) No. 1,060 1,008

Weather stations No. 561 506

Ice detectors No. 354 340

Fog detectors No. 122 298

Solar power systems No. 187 183

Vehicles transiting on the motorway network in 2020 covered a total of 53 billion Km. In 
2019, light vehicles accounted for 77% of all Km covered, whilst heavy vehicles accounted for 
the remaining 23%. In 2020, due to COVID-19 and to restrictions connected with the pan-
demic, the share of Km covered by heavy vehicles increased to 28%.

Most toll transactions carried out by users were through electronic toll payments (66%). 
Automatic teller toll payments accounted for 26%, whilst only 8 out of every 100 toll tran-
sactions were handled manually.
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1.2 | AISCAT’S SUSTAINABILITY MISSION AND STRATEGY 

Thanks to the decades of experience that AISCAT and its Members have matured, the As-
sociation continues to play a key role in driving the country’s competitiveness and in facing 
the challenges posed by the supply of transport and the demand for sustainable mobility, 
within a unified scenario. 
Within this framework, AISCAT supports the effort to modernise the national infrastructural 
network and the objectives of transport efficiency and sustainability that are key to both 
European and national policies. Accordingly, the Association believes that the contribution 
of the knowledge, experience and know-how that the sector of motorways operated under 
concessions can give (given its history and technical-operating skills developed over the 
years) in terms of the ability of financing, executing and operating sustainable road infra-
structure, is fundamental.

10 BIL 20 BIL 30 BIL 40 BIL 50 BIL 60 BIL 70 BIL 80 BIL 90 BIL 100 BIL

2009

2008

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

71,618,213,857

71,751,227,255

71,437,387,619

70,650,717,511

65,264,134,647

63,864,819,700

64,102,078,407

65,693,039,785

67,458,312,077

68,945,250,391

69,189,509,616

73,517,000,000

2020 53,046,000,000

TRAFFIC ON THE AISCAT NETWORK
 2008-2020 (VEHICLE-KM)
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1.3 | HISTORY

The concept of “motorway” as infrastructure was born in Italy in the early 1920s, when the 
world’s first roadway exclusively reserved for motorised traffic was built. 
The history of motorway development contains a large part of the history of Italy in the past 
century: indeed, the network’s expansion accompanied and sustained the progressive pro-
cess of urbanisation and industrialisation, changing the habits of citizens and increasing na-
tional wellbeing. Within the scope of this rapid evolution, which especially marked the 1960s 
when Italy had the broadest motorway network in Europe, concessionaire companies came 
face to face with new problems of a technical-operating and legal-administrative nature, 
and realised the need to find common and standardised solutions across the sector. 
The need to share experiences and problems, standardise construction, operating and ma-
nagement systems and liaise, as a sole body, with the works awarding Authority and na-
tional institutions, provided the strong impulse for the birth, in January 1966, of a single 
representational entity for the entire tolled motorway sector. 
An associative body, AISCAT, which started its work in a strictly national context, but which 
soon - especially thanks to the foresight of its founding members - projected itself into a 
supranational scenario to meet the increasingly pressing requirements of its Members for 
permanent and constant interaction with what was happening in other countries. This in-
novative approach, which looked well beyond national borders, led AISCAT to join the main 
international private and public organisations and associations operating in the motorway 
or general transport sectors, and to hold key positions on a number of management boards 
and technical committees. AISCAT soon joined IBTTA (the International Bridge Tunnel and 
Turnpike Association), which brings together the tolling industry’s world representatives, fol-
lowed by ASECAP (Association européenne des sociétés concessionnaires d’autoroutes et 
d’ouvrages à péage), the European Association of Operators of Toll Road Infrastructure 
headquartered in Brussels, and then PIARC (Association Mondiale de la Route/World Road 
Association), which unites public and private operators and promotes specific sector studies 
on matters relating to road safety, infrastructure financing, the use of technology on roads.
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1.4 | THE ECONOMIC CONTEXT AND COVID

The COVID-19 pandemic, which reached its peak during 2020, had drastic effects on AISCAT 
Members. The circulation restrictions that were enforced caused a significant reduction in 
traffic on the network, with traffic dropping from 73,014 (2019) to 53,064 (2020) million 
vehicle-Km. This is a 27% decrease, something never before recorded in the history of the 
Association. The reduction especially affected light vehicles, whose traffic fell from 56,056 
to 38,214 million vehicle – Km (-32%). Heavy vehicle traffic also fell, but far less, decreasing 
from 16,958  to 14,850 million vehicle – Km (-12%).
The nature of the work carried out by AISCAT Members requires that operators possess a 
series of resources that determine a somewhat rigid cost structure. In fact, regardless of 
the traffic that transits along the network, Members bear a number of fixed costs in order to 
safely operate the network, even when traffic volumes are relatively low.
This particular characteristic of the sector reflects clearly on the Members’ financial state-
ments: in 2019 toll revenues amounted to Euro 5.9 billion, whilst in 2020 they amounted to 
4.5 billion (-23%). Costs, however, were constant or even higher; such as the costs of servi-
ces which increased from Euro 1.6 billion in 2019 to Euro 2.1 billion in 2020. This is because 
the pandemic made an additional organisational effort necessary in order to ensure the 
safety of travellers and Members’ staff. 
Despite these organisational and economic difficulties, Members guaranteed their public 
service, without ever interrupting it. This also helped the national health system in its han-
dling of the COVID emergency, as witnessed in the case studies mentioned later on in this 
report. 
During the pandemic, Members implemented a number of beneficial initiatives for both 
users and employees. A number of Members, for example, provided reimbursements to 
staff for COVID-19 swab tests. Others entered into specific agreements for post COVID-19 
infection healthcare services.
In order to contribute to the fight against the virus, several Members offered toll payment 
exemptions for healthcare operators and others made living quarters available to heal-
thcare staff so that they didn’t risk infecting their families when going back home. 
In general, the role played by awareness campaigns and information sharing has been fun-
damental in managing the pandemic: several Members have implemented proactive com-
munication initiatives both within and outside the organisation to inform and make everyo-
ne aware of COVID-19 prevention measures.
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AUTOSTRADA DEL BRENNERO S.P.A.
COVID-19, AUTOBRENNERO FUNDS HOSPITALS TACKLING

THE EMERGENCY

In March 2020, in the middle of the Covid-19 pandemic, Autostrada del Brennero decided to 
immediately provide equipment and medical supplies to the public hospitals of each Province 
crossed by the A22 motorway.
The healthcare facilities of Bolzano, Trento, Verona, Man tova, Reggio Emilia and Modena were 
each immediately given 150,000 euros, for a total of 900,000 euros, to purchase equipment of 
primary importance in the fight against the Covid-19 virus.
The estimate of 150,000 euros was based on information provided by the Vittore Buzzi chil-
dren’s hospital foundation to purchase a complete intensive care unit.  Each health facility was 
then left to make its own decision about which technology to purchase most urgently to fight 
the Covid-19 emergency. For example, funding was sought for lung ventilators, intensive care 
patient remote monitoring devices, or ultrasound machines for the birth wards of women in-
fected with the virus.  
Autostrada del Brennero, in agreement with the Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure and in 
coordination with the other concessionaires through Aiscat, also provided for toll exemptions for 
all healthcare operators travelling, even on their daily home-work route, for Covid-19 emergen-
cy work reasons. This exemption came in addition to the ones already provided for ambulances 
and medical vehicles. 

S.P.A. AUTOVIE VENETE
CORPORATE WELFARE 

TRADE UNION AGREEMENT TO MANAGE COVID-19 RELATED ABSENCES
On 15/02/2021 the Company entered into a specific agreement with trade unions Filt-Cgil, 
Uilt-Uil, Sla-Cisal and Ugil to manage COVID-19 related absences, governing statutory requi-
rements as well as specific company internal procedures to improve the management of the 
following: 
• Quarantine (Health, Administrative and of a Foreign country)
• Quarantine of children 
• School interruptions
• Vulnerable workers
• Workers with disabled children
• COVID illness
• Precautionary isolation from the company
This agreement came into force following the decisions made by the company, starting in Oc-
tober 2020, to provide for the precautionary isolation of workers (even without close contacts) 
from the workplace if any of their colleagues were found to be positive to the virus: this situation 
does not appear to be contemplated by national laws, so the Company took it upon itself to 
manage such cases. 

continued >
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COVID-19 EMERGENCY – WORK CARRIED OUT 
Leaving aside the organisational and preventative measures required by law (whether national 
or regional), the following looks at the complementary operating decisions made by the Com-
pany in addition to those prescribed by the law.
1. At the end of February 2020, after the first  cases of COVID-19 observed in Italy, the Com-

pany developed a specific COVID-19 Emergency Plan (currently in place and updated pe-
riodically) providing for four scenarios of seriousness (from the lowest to the highest), iden-
tified on the basis of the trend of the epidemic at a national, regional and company level. 
The form and structure of this document and, to some extent, the measures adopted by 
it, anticipated the March 2020 Shared Protocol for economic activities and worksites. The 
Emergency Plan assesses the risks and measures (organisational and preventative / pro-
tective) to be carried out to safeguard the health and safety of company staff and third 
parties, operational continuity, essential public services, and minimum service levels.

2. At the end of February 2020, after the first  cases of COVID-19 observed in Italy, the Com-
pany developed a specific COVID-19 Emergency Plan (currently in place and updated pe-
riodically) providing for four scenarios of seriousness (from the lowest to the highest), iden-
tified on the basis of the trend of the epidemic at a national, regional and company level. 
The form and structure of this document and, to some extent, the measures adopted by 
it, anticipated the March 2020 Shared Protocol for economic activities and worksites. The 
Emergency Plan assesses the risks and measures (organisational and preventative / pro-
tective) to be carried out to safeguard the health and safety of company staff and third 
parties, operational continuity, essential public services, and minimum service levels.

3. In 2018 the Company started to assess a project to supply physical workstations with a 
centralized virtualisation system to respond to resource rationalisation requirements and 
improved Cyber Security. The plan was to develop the project over a number of steps and to 
fully implement it in the first quarter of 2021. However, in March 2020 the company strongly 
accelerated the process, deeming it fundamental in order to facilitate remote working. By 
the end of May 2020, all staff workstations (approximately 400 PCs) had been “virtualised”, 
thus reaching the best possible compromise between safeguarding the health of workers 
and carrying out work activities. The virtualisation of workstations (for compatible tasks) 
proved decisive also in making it possible to implement the company decisions listed later 
herein, which are more stringent than those required by national/regional laws, without 
them significantly affecting the revenue generating capacity of workers.    

4. From 6 March 2020 the Company closed its canteen service (this is still the situation), re-
placing it with take-away meals prepared in the canteen.  This measure is deemed essential 
to avoid gatherings.  

5. From 15 March 2020 the use of company face masks, both inside and outside company 
premises and workplaces, was made mandatory, and a social distancing of 2 metres for all 
types of social interaction was imposed (more stringent than the national law requirements).

6. From 15 March 2020 the use of company face masks, both inside and outside company  
premises and workplaces, was made mandatory, and a social distancing of 2 metres for all 
types of social interaction was imposed (more stringent than the national law requirements).

7. In March 2020, in order to safeguard and guarantee operational continuity, the Informa-
tion Radio Centre (CRI) that had been set up at a single central site in Palmanova, was 
duplicated by setting up an additional Radio Centre at another company site, outside the 
Palmanova facility, working in parallel with that of the Palmanova CRI. Staff working at the 
two sites was also broken down into separate and independent teams.

continued >
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8. Effective from September 2020, in order to facilitate the communication process, following 
the issue of new company measures or national/regional provisions of laws, specific info-
graphic summaries were put up on company premises illustrating the various mandatory 
and prohibited activities.

9. From October 2020, following the worsening of the pandemic, both nationally as well as 
regionally, the Company decided to enforce preventative isolation of company staff that 
might have potentially come into contact with positive colleagues, keeping such staff away 
from the workplace even if not yet recognised as being “close contacts” by the health autho-
rities during contact tracing phases.  This preventative measure made it possible to signifi-
cantly reduce the circulation of the virus within company premises.

10. 10. Also in October, and in agreement with the company physician, the company imple-
mented a policy to recall COVID-positive staff back to work after 21 days on condition that 
they had a negative nasopharyngeal swab, paid for by the company; this company policy 
essentially anticipated what was established by the Ministry of Health on 12/04/2021.

Currently, the company’s management system relating to SARS-CoV-2 comprises of:
• COVID-19 Emergency Plan
• Shared protocol for work activities at workplaces and on worksites 
• COVID-19 company regulations
• Technical instructions for workers on proper hygiene measures and the use of IPD
• Company infographics 
• COVID-19 biological risk assessment in the Company’s Risk Assessment Document.

REMOTE WORKING (WORKING FROM HOME)
From the very start of the pandemic, during the lockdown period, remote working was imple-
mented for key company figures and strategic sectors, with 20% of company staff for whom 
remote working was possible (307 workers, i.e. 49.3% of all workforce), actually working remo-
tely. In June and July 2020 this percentage increased to 37%.
Following the completion of the workstation virtualisation process (which took place in June 
2020) and subsequent actions to increase the company’s internet broadband and purchase 
new licences to support the process, in November 2020 the percentage of staff that was able 
to work remotely had reached 80.7% of all compatible staff, and from December 2020 this 
percentage had stabilised at around 92%, i.e. 285 of the 307 compatible staff. 
Lastly, from March 2020, a staff-presence and remote-working planning process is in place, 
aimed at reducing the number of staff physically present on company premises. This involves 
monthly planning by departments and the management of the same by the Organisation and 
Innovation Development department. Moreover, from October 2020, following the worsening 
of the pandemic, and in line with the internal Emergency Plan, the presence of only one indivi-
dual worker per office/room was decided (with certain exceptions assessed by the Protection 
and Prevention Service Manager together with the Company physician). 
This planning also enables optimisation of surgical mask distribution to company staff, based 
on actual staff presence on company premises. 

continua >
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BODY TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
Under a specific agreement reached with the Italian Red Cross, from 03/06/2020 the Com-
pany provided for mandatory measurement of staff’s body temperature at the time of first 
accessing the work premises of Palmanova and Trieste (approx. 340 people). From 15 March 
2021, thanks to the installation of permanent thermographs, body temperature is measured at 
every entrance and at all times at both of the above premises.

SWAB TESTS FOR COMPANY STAFF
The Company entered into specific agreements (through the health surveillance con-
tract) with recognised and accredited health structures to provide company staff with 
free molecular and rapid antigen testing to check their COVID-19 status.  This service, 
which is fully managed by the Company (on a booking basis) is provided to workers 
who have been kept away from Company premises on a precautionary and preven-
tative basis following the detection of COVID-19 positive colleagues. In this way, by 
carrying out swabs after 4 and 10 days, workers are closely monitored for possible 
presence of the virus. The service is also provided to workers in quarantine who are 
not assisted by the Local Health Units (ASL), or who have had a close contact with 
COVID-19 that is not among those recognised by the ASL and to check the status of 
workers still testing positive after 21 days. 
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S.P.A. AUTOVIE VENETE
ISO/PAS 45005:2020

ISO/PAS 45005:2020 
In December 2020, The International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) published its gui-
delines ISO/PAS 45005:2020 “Occupational health and safety management – general guide-
lines for safe working during the COVID-19 pandemic”.
In addition to well known concepts of prevention and protection, and their management in ac-
cordance with ISO 45001 (for which the Company is certified), the document introduces the 
concept of workers’ “wellbeing”, addressing environmental, salubrious, hygienic and psycholo-
gical aspects. 
Our organisation ensures legislative compliance within the scope of SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, 
through constant updating, identification, analysis and implementation of the norms of refe-
rence (mainly Prime Minster Decrees (DPCM), Legislative Decrees, Ministerial Orders, Regional 
Orders, Guidelines and technical documents).
The Company therefore decided to treat the ISO/PAS 45005 as a model and guideline to verify 
its own level of managerial and organisational compliance with regard to COVID-19 to identify 
all the actions it carried out in addition to legislative obligations, and to highlight any aspects 
requiring improvement.
In relation to the 195 requirements of ISO/PAS 45005 considered applicable to the organiza-
tion, the degree of conformity with guidelines was 94% (184 requirements having been fully sa-
tisfied), 5 requirements (3%) being partially satisfied and another 5 requirements (3%) deemed 
not applicable, but worthy of improvement and development of additional measures. 
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MILANO SERRAVALLE • MILANO TANGENZIALI S.P.A.
DONATION TO HEALTHCARE FACILITIES FOR COVID EMERGENCY

Every year, on International Woman’s day, the company organises a cultural event aimed at 
discovering/enhancing the area’s historical-artistic excellences (e.g. La Scala Opera theatre in 
Milano, Leonardo da Vinci’s vineyard etc…), for the benefit of its staff. Regrettably, due to the 
Covid-19 pandemic, the event was not held in 2020.
As a result of this situation, Serravalle decided to donate the amount budgeted for the event to 
a healthcare facility of excellence and of medical reference across the province of Pavia, whilst 
at the same time holding a working hours fund collection among staff to be donated to the same 
facility to purchase coronavirus Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).

MILANO SERRAVALLE - MILANO TANGENZIALI S.P.A .
MILANO SERRAVALLE SUPPORTS THE MARIO NEGRI INSTITUTE

In the year of the pandemic, Milano Serravalle - Milano Tangenziali S.p.A. decided to support 
the scientific research effort against Covid-19 in a very concrete way.
The company helped fund an important project led by the Mario Negri Pharmacological Re-
search Institute to develop specific and accurate serological tests to assess the population’s 
immunological profile against coronavirus. 
This research project, led by the Institute’s Bergamo centre, has attempted to optimise rapid 
serological tests to make them more reliable, and to effectively and accurately assess the class 
of antibodies that can guarantee long-term immunity against the virus in the event of future 
pandemics. 
The project started in May 2020, involving over 400 voluntary workers. The results, published 
in November on the EBioMedicine scientific journal (part of “The Lancet” group), confirmed how 
Bergamo was one of the areas of the world most hit by the first wave of the Covid-19 epidemic.

MILANO SERRAVALLE - MILANO TANGENZIALI S.P.A .
MILANO TANGENZIALI FOR THE HEALTH OF ITS STAFF

Given the persistence of the pandemic, in order to guarantee the health of its staff the company 
installed thermal cameras to measure body temperature at the entrances of its work premises 
and installed hand-gel dispensers all over work premises. 
During the period of the first pandemic wave - then extended to the end of the year - the com-
plementary health assistance service implemented by the company offered insurance cover to 
all staff who was found to have been infected with Covid. Specifically, the health fund provided 
economic support both when staff was forced to self-isolate at home as well as when it was 
hospitalised as a result of Covid infection. 
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AUTOSTRADA BRESCIA VERONA VICENZA PADOVA S.P.A.                                                                                                                                           
SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY - CAMPAIGN

“MY WORK DURING THE CORONAVIRUS”

The pandemic has deeply marked everybody’s lives, drastically changing the way in which we 
all work. During the lockdown months, the A4 Holding Group wished to encourage the exchan-
ge and sharing of experiences so that people could feel closer, even if they were at a distance. 
This led to the launch of the “My work during Coronavirus” campaign, which invited everyone to 
share an image of their new daily work routine on the Group’s intranet.
Concurrently, a proactive internal and external communication effort was made to inform and 
increase everyone’s awareness on safety measures to contain the Covid-19 epidemic. The work 
therefore involved the conception, development and production of content, both hardcopy and 
digital, for social media channels, aimed at staff as well as clients, travellers and various other 
stakeholders of the Group.

Misure di prevenzione per
contenere il contagio da Covid-19.

L’ACCESSO AL CENTRO SERVIZI È 
CONTINGENTATO E CONSENTITO A UN NUMERO 

DI PERSONE PARI ALLE POSTAZIONI ATTIVE

L’ACCESSO È CONSENTITO A
SEGUITO DELLA RILEVAZIONE

DELLA TEMPERATURA

È RICHIESTO DI MANTENERE LA DISTANZA DI 
SICUREZZA DI ALMENO 1 METRO ALL’INTERNO E 

ALL’ESTERNO DEL CENTRO SERVIZI

È NECESSARIO MANTENERSI 
A DEBITA DISTANZA DAL 

BANCO DI SERVIZIO

PER L’ACCESSO SONO
OBBLIGATORI GUANTI E

MASCHERINA MONOUSO

L’ACCESSO È VIETATO A CHI
MANIFESTA SINTOMI 

SIMIL INFLUENZALI
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CONCESSIONI AUTOSTRADALI VENETE S.P.A. - CAV
THE RESPONSE TO THE COVID 19 EMERGENCY

The Sars-Cov2 epidemic turned 2020 upside down; for many of us it was a year suspended 
between lockdowns and re-openings, which really tested the strength and resilience of com-
panies and their workers alike (workers whom, with masks, disinfectant gels and the absence of 
social and/or human contact, kept ploughing on with their everyday lives). 
The objective of reducing the risk of infection on Company premises was reached through rigo-
rous respect of “social distancing”, authorising all office staff (identified on a specific list) to car-
ry out their work remotely. To this end, the Company availed itself of remote working systems 
developed earlier, and equipped staff with suitable tools allowing them to set up their own 
home workstations with portable PCs, monitors, keyboards and mobile phones.
For staff whose tasks could not be carried out through remote working, such as that of traf-
fic personnel, staff working at the Operating Centre, toll collectors, etc. the Company tried to 
provide better working conditions; work-shifts with limited staff, healthcare points, training and 
information were the elements that made it possible to protect staff whilst at the same time 
guarantee the continuity of all services. 

The company also adhered to the “Pilot Project” promoted by the Region of Veneto,  under 
Regional Government Resolution 601 dated 12.05.2020, relating to the “Manual for reopening 
productive activities”, aimed at:
• Identifying the most accurate and effective information channels on which to circulate infor-

mation, including healthcare information, deemed necessary to protect the health of wor-
kers and of the public. 

• Typifying the virus’ spreading among the working population from an epidemiological point 
of view, through identification of persons already infected, those recovered, those immuni-
sed and those susceptible to the virus, and acquire information on the seroprevalence and 
its possible determinants (geographical area, age class, sex, type of work).

• Acquiring useful information to identify the most appropriate use of the various diagnostic 
and screening tests available, and support the validation process of the responsible techni-
cal-scientific facilities with regard to the different serological tests.

• Checking the effectiveness of the measures of containment implemented at workplaces and 
acquiring information to assess any required corrective actions, also through inspections 
carried out by monitoring bodies.

The company also quickly structured its organisation so as to be compatible with remote wor-
king, and did so not only as a measure to prevent the virus from spreading, but also as a new 
form of work organization.
The costs borne by C.A.V. to handle the COVID-19 emergency in terms of company reorgani-
zation, prevention and protective measures, as well as ensuring social distancing, amounted to 
approximately € 500,000.
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A study of the current relation with the environment requires, first of all, that the three key 
business aspects of motorway concessionaires be recognised: the designing of new works, 
their construction and, lastly, their operating. 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS DURING INFRASTRUCTURE 
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATING PHASES

CONSTRUCTION OPERATING

Air ¬ ¬¬

Water ¬ ¬¬

Ground ¬¬ ¬

Noise ¬ ¬¬

Fauna ¬ ¬

Flora ¬ ¬

Compared with what one might imagine, many of the environmental impacts of infrastructu-
re construction and operating phases are determined by design work. One need only think of 
ground use, and the impact on landscapes and the consequences on flora and fauna. Impact 
mitigating operations on existing works are sometimes inevitable because they are brought 
about by a development in technological know-how (such as the detectability of previously un-
known new polluting agents) or sensitivity towards certain issues (such as landscape impact). 
However, impact mitigation on existing works is often more costly and less effective than that 
achieved by infrastructure design that takes into account potential problems from the outset.
What this means is that, to produce efficient work, it is important to involve local communities 
and other important stakeholders during the design phase. AISCAT’s Members give significant 
resources specifically to manage this first phase.

ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS

INDICATOR UNIT 2020 2019 2018

CO2 emissions tons 185,769 206,509 193,100

Environmentally significant 
expenditure and investment Euro 167,664,487 118,128,822 99,635,175

CO2 Emissions (direct - scope 1) tons 48,279 50,468 50,854

CO2 Emissions (indirect - scope 2) tons 84,977 95,220 98,777

CO2 Emissions (other - scope 3) tons 52,513 60,821 43,469

THE ENVIRONMENT

CHAPTER 2
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Within the scope of the activities of AISCAT’s Members, a total of 185,769 tons of CO2 were 
released into the air in 2020. This amount refers to (i) direct emissions (Scope 1), i.e. those 
that are generated directly by the Members (e.g. heating consumption for offices and wor-
ksites), (ii) indirect emissions (Scope 2), i.e. emissions resulting from the use of electricity for 
tunnel lighting and ventilation and  (iii) other emissions (Scope 3), among which those addi-
tional ones due to motorway congestion, fugitive methane emissions, emissions related to 
the purchase and transportation of raw material and emissions related to the disposal of 
waste product. 2020 emissions were lower compared with those of the previous two years. 
Although the cost structure and the activities of Members is somewhat rigid, the lockdown 
did reduce emissions, especially Scope 2 and Scope 3 ones. It is reasonable to assume that 
2020 saw lower emissions also due to the motorway congestion and the lower energy ne-
eded for waste disposal.
For the purpose of a more informed interpretation of this data, it is worth noting that in 2014 
every Italian citizen produced an average of 5.3 tons of CO2. If the 2020 CO2 emissions of 
AISCAT Members’ were shared among all Italians we would have CO2 emissions of 0.003 
tons per person. Therefore, the percentage bearing of AISCAT Members’ emissions on the 
total average emissions of Italian citizens is less than 0.1%. 
Despite the lower revenues (especially toll revenues), environmentally significant expenditu-
re and investments made by Members increased noticeably in 2020, reaching 167 million. In 
2019 and 2018 these investments amounted to 118 and 100 million, respectively.  
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The following table provides information on the consumption of petrol, LPG, oil/diesel, 
electricity, natural gas/methane, thermal energy and renewable energy sources relating to 
work carried out by concessionaires. The economic costs of energy, water consumption and 
produced waste are also shown. Water consumption relates primarily to network irrigation 
needs and facilities. In 2020 AISCAT Members used 1,248 million cubic metres of water 
per year. This amount has been somewhat constant over the three years 2020-2018. Re-
cent studies show that a family uses an average of 200 cubic metres of water per year, so 
the use of water by AISCAT Members is equivalent to that used by approx. 8,000 families.  
Avoided CO2 emissions are ones avoided thanks to the development of renewable sources, 
energy efficiency improvements and the recycling of road surfaces which, in 2020, amoun-
ted to 5,103 tons.

ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS

INDICATOR UNIT 2020 2019 2018

Petrol energy consumption TJ 3.16 3.19 2.37

LPG energy consumption TJ 20.01 16.34 15.53

Oil/diesel
Energy consumption TJ 457.50 462.75 475.10

Electrical energy 
consumption TJ 1,144.63 1,212.34 1,255.63

Natural Gas/Methane
Energy Consumption

TJ 123.90 132.45 130.01

Renewable energy
Sources consumption

TJ 16.27 29.92 27.58

Energy cost Euro 64,436,128.10 74,949,933.56 68,001,985.95

Water consumption m3 1,248,645,107 1,313,656,839 1,258,833,664

CO2 avoided tons 5,102.58 6,251.91 7,793.72

Waste produced tons 43,064.09 40,799.84 39,832.42
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S.P.A. AUTOVIE VENETE
PROJECT LYBRA

PROJECT LYBRA – RENEWABLE ENERGY GENERATED
BY MOTORWAY TRAFFIC
Project Lybra, to be tested by Autovie Venete on the A28 (Portogruaro – Conegliano) along 
a Cordignano toll booth lane, relates to the production of electrical energy by vehicles when 
passing over specific plates fitted along toll booth lanes. The pilot project, developed with Terna 
and 20energy, was viewed favourably by the Ministry for sustainable Infrastructure and Mobi-
lity. During the first half of 2021 works were started for installing the system on the entry lane 
used by vehicles for electronic toll payment. During this first phase, the energy produced by the 
system will be used on site; the possibility of feeding this energy back into the electrical grid will 
be assessed in a second stage.  These two options will be made possible by the photovoltaic 
inverter that will be used. Testing is scheduled to start in the second half of 2021.
Lybra is a device to recover traffic energy; born and developed from a completely Italian idea, 
having no equal worldwide.  The system, consisting of a three metre wide square plate, cove-
red with vulcanised rubber which flexes a few centimetres when vehicles pass over it, is able to 
convert the kinetic energy of the vehicles’ slowing down on approaching toll lanes and to absorb 
and convert this deceleration into electricity. This electrical energy, connected to a photovoltaic 
inverter, can then be used to power the services of the toll booth. Testing has shown that for 
a single lane along which an average of 5-6 thousand vehicles transit per day, 15,000 KW/h 
would be produced in a year, which could lead to saving up to 11 tons of carbon dioxide. Last but 
not least, the innovative road bump helps increase road safety, causing vehicles to slow down, 
such as near motorway barriers (where the speed limit already is 30 km/h for those driving 
through the electronic payment toll barriers). If the testing confirms expections, Lybra could 
be gradually introduced at the toll booths of Autovie Venete network, as well as in parking and 
rest areas.
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SOCIETÀ DI PROGETTO BRE.BE.MI. S.P.A.
ARENA DEL FUTURO - ELECTRIC ROAD SYSTEM

“Arena del Futuro” – the first zero emissions mobility of people and goods towards carbon neu-
trality collaborative innovation project in the world.
Ever since the onset of its operations, Brebemi has always been committed to finding tech-
nologies, strategies and initiatives that could contribute towards the decarbonisation of the 
transportation sector. Indeed, the transportation sector accounts for approximately 30% of all 
national CO2 levels and, although levels have decreased somewhat since 2007, partly due to 
the economic recession and partly due to the take-up of low fuel consumption vehicles, the road 
to significantly reducing emissions is still long. (ISPRA 2021 data).
To help with the sector’s decarbonisation challenge, Brebemi started a technical-scientific col-
laboration aimed at creating conditions for the development of a zero emissions innovative 
mobility system for people and goods along motorway transport action corridors.
This group is working jointly to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of technologies 
relating to the powering of electric cars, busses and commercial vehicles through inductive dy-
namic wireless power charging.  
The first phase of testing started in early 2020. Its objective was to study the technologies for 
electrification of a pilot stretch of the A35 motorway, looking at the possibility of powering light 
and heavy electric vehicles along a stretch of the motorway. Specifically, the study entailed:  
• Analysing the national and international regulations  and standards of reference; 
• Identifying and analysing the most promising technological solutions with a view to propo-

sing
• them as pilot projects (in terms of safety, economics and environmental impact) on the A35;
• Analytically comparing the pros and cons of each solution;
The most effective technological solution was identified at the end of this phase, according to the 
analysed criteria, i.e. the inductive DWPT, to be proposed as the pilot project on the A35.
The uniqueness of this revolutionary  project is that it sees the joint collaboration of a pool of impor-
tant international businesses, supported by prestigious universities and institutions, aimed at analy-
sing all the data generated over the coming months of observation of this innovative technology.  
Specifically, the project entails: 
• The construction of a charged tarmac ring having an electrical power of 1MW, situated in a  

private area of the A35 motorway.
• Implementation of the  “Dynamic Wireless Power Transfer” on a range of electric vehicles in 

both static and dynamic environments.
• Advanced connectivity using 5G and IoT (Internet of Things) technologies so as to ensure 

maximum road safety and optimise the productivity of commercial vehicles.
• Optimisation of road surfaces in order to improve their life span and not alter the efficiency 

of the inductive charge. 
• Assessment of environmental impacts and LCA
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AUTOSTRADA DEL BRENNERO S.P.A.
BRENNERLEC • AWARDED “PROJECT OF THE MONTH”  

PRIZE BY THE MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT

BrennerLec is an experimental project that is being carried out between northern Bolzano and 
southern Rovereto (90 km). It falls within the scope of the EU’s ”LIFE” programme and involves 
several parties: the Provincial Environmental Agencies (APPAs) of Bolzano and Trento, the Uni-
versity of Trento, CISMA and Noi Techpark. The project, which is led by Autostrada del Bren-
nero SpA, aims at improving traffic flow and reducing polluting emissions through a dynamic 
management of speed and a proactive approach to the management of motorway traffic. 
The objective is to modulate the average speed of vehicles so as to optimise journey times and 
reduce emissions that are uselessly produced by repetitive accelerating and decelerating that 
is so typical of intense traffic conditions. 
BrennerLec has shown that by reducing the average speed by approximately 15km/h, the ave-
rage concentration of nitrogen dioxide is reduced by about 10%. A comparison of journey times 
between Trento Centro and Rovereto Sud on two days of intense traffic, first without dynamic 
speed limits (37,216 vehicles transiting) and then with dynamic speed limits  (39,656    vehicles 
transiting) reduced journeying time by 34% (from 35 to 23 minutes), with an overall decrease 
of disrupted hours from 9 to 7 (-22%).
In May 2020 BrennerLec was selected as “project of the month” (for April) by the Ministry of 
the Environment, which highlighted its twofold accomplishment: reduced journeying times and 
better environmental conditions. 
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AUTOSTRADA DEL BRENNERO S.P.A.
HYDROGEN

The National Recovery and Resilience Plan identifies ecological and digital transition as the 
two pillars on which the future of the country is to be built. These are precisely the two goals 
that Autostrada del Brennero gave itself to build the first European Green Corridor along the 
Brenner axis. 
There is a lot of talk nowadays about hydrogen. However, presently, the only centre for the 
production and distribution of green hydrogen that is active in Italy is the one in Bolzano, built 
back in 2014, with the key support of Autobrennero. Since then, thanks to hydrogen produced 
through hydroelectric energy, three million kilometres have been travelled emitting only water 
vapour. The pump price of green hydrogen is today 11.3 euro per kilo and a vehicle can travel 
about 100 km on a kilo of hydrogen. Therefore, a car can, today, already travel almost 700 km 
on a full tank of hydrogen, whilst a lorry can travel more than 1,000 km without the battery 
weight problem. The sustainable mobility plan of Autostrada del Brennero entails the develop-
ment of a distribution network consisting of five new nitrogen refuelling points, so that users are 
in a position to travel along all the A22 with zero emissions. Indeed, the Company is convinced 
that motorway concessionaires can give a key contribution not only to the take-up of battery 
charged electric vehicles – and the charging points along the entire motorway stretch are to-
day free – but also to the take-up of green hydrogen, since it is unthinkable that a market for 
hydrogen powered vehicles can develop without refuelling points. 
Key information and figures:
• 0 emissions = hydrogen is 100% “green”
• More than 1.5 million H2 produced per year
• More than 1,200,000 kg of carbon dioxide not released in the atmosphere 
• More than 155,000k kg of “green” hydrogen supplied. 
• More than 2,000 tons of CO2 not dispersed in the atmosphere.
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Road safety is one of the fundamental aspects of the activities of AISCAT’s Members, and 
accident rates are one of the main performance objectives monitored, also in terms of the 
network’s management and operating.  Even though 90% of accidents are due to dan-
gerous and/or unlawful driving (as shown by official statistics and numerous studies and 
research papers), as well as by the state of repair of vehicles, utmost  attention is paid to 
infrastructure safety, technical standards and service levels, especially in terms of accident 
“prevention”. 
AISCAT’s Members are involved in many initiatives aimed at reducing the cause of accidents 
and, therefore, the number of accidents, well beyond their legal requirements. In this regard, 
significant importance is given to the communication of accidents and information to users 
in real time through different channels: on the road (with variable Message Signs) as well as 
via the web, radio, television and special apps.   
According to the ISTAT-ACI report, 118,298 road accidents with casualties occurred in Italy 
in 2020, resulting in 2,395 deaths and 159,249 injuries.  Compared with 2019, the number 
of deaths was significantly lower (-24.5%), as were the number of accidents and injuries 
(-31.3% and -34%, respectively). The road accident mortality rate between 2019 and 2020 
decreased from  52.6 to 40.3 deaths per million inhabitants. Compared with 2010, road 
accident victims are down by 41.8%
The emergency situation connected with the pandemic, and the measures taken to contain 
it, have had a strong impact on traffic volumes and trends on the automotive market and on 
the overall mobility of the Italian population. According to a study carried out by the news-
sheet “le Strade dell’informazione” (“The Information Roads”) together with the ISTAT-ACI 
reports, the annual average Recorded Mobility Index on the main suburban network decre-
ased 25% compared with 2019. This same index decreased approximately 10% for heavy 
vehicle traffic. A more evident difference concerns the circulation of vehicles used to tran-
sport goods, especially in southern Italy, where the Recorded Mobility Index was down 25%. 
On a month-to-month basis, the greatest decrease in mobility was measured in April 2020, 
during the general lockdown period, when troughs of -75% for light vehicle traffic and of 
-40% for heavy vehicle traffic were recorded.
In 2020, 3,192 accidents involving casualties were recorded along the motorway network 
operated by AISCAT Members. Of these total accidents, 105 were fatal, causing the death of 
115 people. The number of injured people was 4,891. All these data are lower than for 2019, 
especially due to lower traffic levels caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.  

INFRASTRUCTURE SAFETY

INDICATOR 2020 2019

Number of accidents with injuries and/or deaths 3,192 5,291

Number of fatal accidents 105 175

Number of injuries 4,891 8,912

Number of deaths 115 200

ROAD SAFETY

CHAPTER 3
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It should be noted that, compared with 2019, accident rates with casualties, with injuries 
and with deaths per 100 million vehicle-km all fell.  

ACCIDENT RATES 2008-2020

The attention that AISCAT and its Members have always paid to road mobility and safety 
policies is undeniable, and is also witnessed by their direct participation in national bodies of 
a strategic and technical-operational nature, such as, “Viabilità Italia - The National Coor-
dination Centre for Road traffic conditions, CNEL’s “National Board for Road Safety and Su-
stainable Mobility” and CCISS - The Centre for the Coordination of Road Safety Information 
(of which AISCAT is also a founding member), thereby ensuring the sector’s representation 
in public utility services and motorway user information.
AISCAT is also very involved in international road safety. Indeed, the Association is active 
on the forum of the European Road Safety Charter, a civil society platform on road safety 
created in the mid-2000s to promote actions and initiatives to strengthen road safety cul-
ture across Europe, improve knowledge on the causes of accidents and contribute to the 
creation of preventative solutions. 
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With its constant presence in ASECAP in Brussels, AISCAT also actively participates in ASE-
CAP’s technical bodies dealing with road safety - a key EU political priority in the transpor-
tation sector. In this regard, ASECAP members promote their motorway concessionaires’ 
activities before EU institutions to guarantee the best possible road safety performance by 
concretely demonstrating that their road operators are all fully committed to contributing 
to the European accident rate reduction “Vision zero” objective.

www.erscharter.eu

SOC. ITALIANA TRAFORO AUTOSTRADALE DEL FREJUS S.P.A - SITAF 
PROJECT FOR THE SECOND TUBE OF THE EXISTING T4 TUNNEL

The first preliminary feasibility studies for the Frejus tunnel, approved by the Italy / France 
Intergovernmental Conference, derive from a “Risk Analysis” document which – following the 
Mont Blanc Tunnel accident – addressed, in depth, the potential accidents connected with the 
transport of hazardous goods during the tunnel’s everyday business, by simulating possible 
accident scenarios. 
The conclusions of this study pointed out, among other things, that “… the existence of safe shel-
ters every 400 metres that are in communication with a service and safety gallery, could help 
the safe evacuation of users towards a smoke free zone”.
Based on this document, in October 2002 the Italo-French safety Committee set minimum fun-
ctional objectives for the construction of a safety gallery running parallel to the roadway tube.
The two concessionaires, SITAF and SFTRF, drafted a preliminary project in which the minimum 
diameter for such a safety gallery to meet its primary objectives was calculated to be 4.80 
metres. This first project was approved by the two countries in June 2003 and an executive 
plan was derived from it. 
In depth project studies completed in 2005– following their compliance with the new European 
Directive which had in the meantime been introduced - identified the optimal internal diameter 
of the gallery to be 5.5 metres. This diameter would facilitate excavation works as well as allow 
access through the gallery to all means of emergency (not otherwise possible with a 4.8 metre 
diameter).   

continued >

http://www.erscharter.eu
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/multisite/ersc/node_it
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On 4 June 2005, a lorry accident caused a tragic fire to break out in the Frejus and the tunnel 
was closed down for more than two months.  
Following that tragic fire accident, in February 2006 the Italian and French ministers of Tran-
sport asked the Italy/France Intergovernmental Conference (CIG) and, consequently, the two 
concessionaires involved, to re-examine the project’s safety gallery with a view to further incre-
asing safety levels and the speed with which first aid, emergency teams and fire engines could 
reach both sides of the tunnel, whatever the conditions and scenario.
The CIG entrusted this task to the Safety Committee, which defined the main characteristics 
and changes to be made to the safety gallery project that had already been examined. This 
re-assessment took into account past fire accidents in Alpine tunnels, and allocated much more 
importance to the role of active safety (i.e. to the mobility of emergency and rescue vehicles 
and the timeliness and safety of their intervention).
To this end, the Safety Committee prepared a report in March 2006 to propose the construction 
of a safety gallery having the following general characteristics: 
• Diameter of 8.00 metres with a free gauge of 6.60 m. x 4.00 m.
• Measurement calculated based on the standard size of emergency vehicles in service – the-

Concessionaires’ Titan fire-engine and two-way “Orthros” shuttle and Italian and French fi-
re-engine vehicles.

• 34 shelters and pedestrian connection with the gallery every 375 metres (already provided 
for in the 5.50 m diameter gallery);

• 5 roadway accesses between safety gallery and tunnel, sufficiently wide to allow emergency 
vehicles to get past any blocks along the tunnel, and a longitudinal type ventilation system 
with extraction and accelerator systems on the ceiling to ensure fast and massive evacuation 
of fumes in the event of a fire. 

Based on this configuration of the works, under CIPE resolution no. 43 dated 26 June 2009, 
published on Official Bulletin no. 32 on 9/02/2010, the project was definitively approved by the 
Italian government. However, in terms of the Safety Committee, the two concessionaires, SITAF 
and SFTRF, had already made the point that optimal safety measures required an accessible 
gallery and separation of the two traffic flows on two one-way tubes.
Indeed, such a configuration is the only one that allows for a simple and effective handling of 
fumes, even in very large fires and uncontrolled behaviour by road users, pushing the fumes in 
the direction of the traffic and allowing for an easier access of emergency vehicles either throu-
gh the tunnel affected by the fire and/or through the adjacent safety gallery. This would also 
prevent possible accidents caused by lane changes along a two-way gallery. On 29 November 
2010 a new fire broke out in the Tunnel. 
The analysis that was subsequently carried out by the Safety Committee and sent to the CIG 
highlighted that, although the handling of the incident had proven the effectiveness of the ope-
rational and technical measures implemented after the 2005 fire, the behaviour of users in 
dangerous and unforeseen situations always entails risks that can undermine the effectiveness 
of emergency and rescue services.

In light of this, in May 2011 the CIG reassessed the proposals of the Safety Committee and 
asked the GEF and the Concessionaire companies to carry out studies to identify all possible 
improvements (of an organizational, technical, systems and infrastructural nature) to reduce or 
avoid risks in the event of a fire.

continued >
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The conclusions of the studies and the analyses carried out on user behaviour highlighted that, 
in addition to the importance of sound signals, communication and possible technical improve-
ments (such as the installation of half-barriers to help vehicles to stop inside the tunnel), “the 
use of the safety gallery to separate traffic flows would reduce the risks induced by the inade-
quate behaviour of certain users and significantly improve the work’s safety. Moreover, from an 
overall point of view, traffic access through the gallery would take the tunnel to an intrinsically 
safer level of safety, and users would benefit from having the safety levels of the most modern 
tunnels, complying with the highest standards in existence”.  
In October 2011 the CIG acknowledged the conclusions of these studies and asked that, for the 
purpose of assessing the project to transform the safety tube into a one-way traffic tube - in 
addition to the assessment of any incremental costs - special attention be paid to environmen-
tal aspects to ensure that the project’s change not have negative environmental impacts. 
As certified by the Safety Committee during the final meeting held on the subject in January 
2012, the feasibility study showed the possibility of transforming the safety gallery into a roa-
dway gallery in compliance with the laws and regulations of the two countries as well as with 
European law. 
In the meeting held in May 2012, CIG acknowledged the opinion of the Safety Committee on the 
preliminary study prepared by the Concessionaire companies and the Operator (GEIE-GEF), as 
well as the statements of the chairmen of the two companies in terms of the improved safety 
arising from traffic access to the safety gallery, and “gave its favourable opinion with regard to 
the companies’ continuation of technical, financial and environmental studies…”.
The additional studies that were carried out were met favourably by the Safety Committee in 
terms of the opening of the safety gallery to traffic, with a consequential increase in the safety 
of motorists.
In its meeting of October 2012, the Italy-France Intergovernmental Conference “acknowledged 
the opinion of the Safety Committee relating to the project to allow traffic to access the Frejus 
safety tunnel, and gave its favourable opinion to traffic circulation through the Frejus safety 
gallery”.
The Frejus tunnel will therefore become an infrastructure with two one-way tubes. The Intergo-
vernmental Conference believes that the only purpose of this project is to improve the tunnel’s 
safety”. 
This decision was made official by the two governments on 3 December 2012, when the Italian 
Vice-Minister of Infrastructure and Transport, Mr Ciaccia, and the French deputy Minister for 
Transport, Sea and Fishing, Mr Cuvillier, after having acknowledged the favourable opinion of 
the Intergovernmental Conference of the Frejus Tunnel of 11 October 2012, approved by the 
Safety Committee of the same tunnel, issued the following joint statement:
“It is decided that with respect to the works to be carried out to provide the Frejus tunnel with 
a safety gallery, this new work, in compliance with national and European procedures and re-
lative deadlines, be opened to one-way traffic only, in the Italy-France direction, and that at 
the same time traffic through the current tunnel be restricted to the one-way France-Italy 
direction. 
It must be highlighted how the only objective of this decision is to attain the highest level of 
safety of the work for its users; not that of increasing capacity, which shall in fact be capped”. 
In 2016 the CIPE (Inter-ministerial Committee for Economic Programming) decided on the tran-
sformation of the Safety Gallery into a traffic circulation gallery.

continued >
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MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
Length: approx. 12,868 m 
Internal diameter: 8.00 m
Average gradient: 0.54% (France – Italy) 
Free gauge: 6.00 × 4.60 metres
Shelters: no. 34, of which 16 managed by Italy, with a mean interval of 367 m and user surface 
area of 110m2

Technical stations: no.10, of which 5 managed by Italy, with a mean interval of 1,430 m
By passes: no.9, of which 5 for the Italian side, with a mean interval of 1,288 m, independent 
from shelters and technical stations.
Ventilation: longitudinal with accelerators on the ceiling and supplementary extractor systems 
to ensure massive extraction in the case of fire.  
New units: multifunctional at portals, suitable for emergency and rescue services, operational 
services and maintenance.
Integrated management of the tunnel and gallery as a single two-tube system.

OBSERVABLE ADVANTAGES OF OPENING THE SECOND TUBE
TO TRAFFIC FLOW
Safety System System that will ensure safety standards linked with service 

efficiency and prevention of accidents.
Accident prevention The separation of traffic flows will drastically reduce the 

possibility of accidents and, more importantly, eliminate the 
possibility of head-on collisions. 

Ventilation system in the 
event of fire

With this system ventilation will be kept in the direction of 
traffic flow, so that vehicles that are ahead of the fire may 
continue to move without problems and those that are behind 
the fire are in a safe area protected by the ventilation. 
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SOC. ITALIANA TRAFORO AUTOSTRADALE
DEL FREJUS S.P.A. - SITAF - TUNNEL T4

The Fréjus Tunnel is one of the main transalpine connections between Italy and France, and is 
still today an example of innovation and safety. 
The suitability of the systems used and the safety of the tunnel are also guaranteed by an 
Intergovernmental Commission, consisting of Italian and French government representatives, 
tasked with establishing safety rules for the tunnel. The Commission avails itself of a Safety 
Committee consisting of infrastructure and management safety experts. The Safety Commit-
tee, in turn, avails itself of the REX Work Group to examine significant events and accidents that 
occurred during the year. The Safety Committee usually meets twice a year to analyse:
• Accidents that have occurred in the tunnel and which have led to the implementation of the 

Bi-national Emergency Plan 
• Internal emergency drills of safety teams and compliance with evacuation procedures of 

staff working in the tunnel.
• The annual Bi-national emergency drill.
This work Group analyses and assesses proper implementation of all GEF procedures and du-
ties and gives an opinion on the same.
SAFETY SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT IN THE TUNNEL
• 6 ventilation stations and 24 ventilators (12 for fresh air and 12 for stale air)
• Air controlling instruments (8 CO analysers, 10 opacimeters and 25 anemometers)
• 1 fume extraction shutter every 130 metres
• Permanent camera surveillance 
• 24/7 video image recording. 
• 220 cameras transmitting images to the monitors at Italian and French control centres.
• 100 emergency call recesses, distributed every 265 metres
• SOS call buttons every 20 meters
• 5 information panels – speed and distance- per traffic direction way
• 2 speed radar-guns
• Information communicated in three languages on 13 FM radio stations.
• Hydrants every 130 metres, powered by gravity water pump.
• 2 water tanks
• 2 thermographic portals (1 on each of the French and Italian platforms), each with two lanes
• 2 permanent stations inside the tunnel, situated at approx. 4Km from each entrance with 2 

security agents on the Italian and French sides working 24h/24h on 3 x 8 hour shifts.  
• 41 Security agents on the Italian side and 58 on the French side present 24h/24h equipped 

with: 6 fire engines with thermographic cameras, 2 pressurized evacuation shuttles with 
engine air induction and equipped with thermographic camera, 2 ambulances, release sup-
plies, 10 patrol vehicles, 2 air tank refilling stations, 2 pressurized evacuation light vehicles, 
12 user evacuation quads from the fresh air conduit. 

• 15 Communication branches have been put into service on the Italian side: the number of 
branches in service in 2018 is therefore 33 out of the planned 34. Works continue in 2019.

• Evacuation signals.

continued >
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• 2 thermometric cables, one in the fresh air conduit and the other in the tunnel. A thermo-
metric cable along the whole length of the slab of the tunnel with detectors constantly me-
asuring the temperature inside the tunnel so as to detect anomalous increases and thus be 
able to precisely identify the location of the fire. The same type of cable is also installed in 
the air conduit to monitor the technical installations, especially the fume extraction shutters 
and the MT voltage cables.

• Blue porthole alignments, positioned at regular intervals of 150 metres, to help drivers keep 
the necessary distance from the preceding vehicle.

TUNNEL LIGHTING SYSTEM
The Tunnel’s 26,000 linear LED lighting system was completed in 2017.
The renewal of the lighting system inside the Frejus Tunnel marks a fundamental point for the 
company’s energy saving. The move from SAP technology lights (current installed potential 
240kW) to LED ones (having a planned 120kW) is expected to generate energy savings (con-
nected with the technological improvement and the availability of regulating systems) of ap-
proximately 50% compared with the past configuration system.

THE TUNNEL’S CENTRALIZED CONTROL ROOM
The Italian platform has an “active” Centralized Control Room that collects data and infor-
mation on what happens in the tunnel and at toll station barriers. This control room allows for 
remote management of the tunnel’s installations, real-time detection of any anomalies, the 
activation of light-signal panels in the tunnel, the activation of emergency procedures, and can 
provide user-support services when needed. A “passive” control room is situated on the French 
side. This “passive” control room is configured with the same technical installations, ready to be 
put into action if the “active” one isn’t available. 

THERMOGRAPHIC PORTALS
Both entrance forecourt areas (the Italian and the French one) have two thermographic portals 
to reduce the risk of heavy vehicle fires in the tunnel. When the system detects the presence of 
a potentially hazardous thermic condition, it automatically alerts operators and manages the 
transit control systems.  
A very short artificial tunnel that heavy vehicles are required to pass through before entering 
the proper tunnel.  Inside this tunnel there are a number of optical sensors – visible and infrared 
fields – connected to a computer system and to several workstations for the management of 
emergencies.  

continued >
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EVACUATION ROUTES
Two air conduits run along the superior part of the tunnel, one for stale air and the other for 
fresh air. The fresh air conduit is connect by a stairway to every safe pressurized place and is 
therefore the evacuation route in the event of an emergency. 

DAI (Automatic Accident Detection System)
There are 220 cameras installed along the tunnel which constantly monitor the entire roadway 
and safety areas, automatically detecting any stop or slowing down of a vehicle, congestion, 
or a vehicle giving off fumes. These alarms travel to the control room, right up to the monito-
ring system, in the form of 1-minute video clips and are viewed on touch consoles and on 3 DAI 
alarm monitors.  

SPEED AND DISTANCE CONTROL MONITORING SYSTEMS
A number of permanent speed monitoring systems are installed along the tunnel (max. speed 
70Km/h), with data sent straight to the Italian and French police services. Blue porthole align-
ment lights, positioned at regular intervals of 150 metres, to help drivers keep the necessary 
distance from preceding vehicles.

BARRIERS IN THE TUNNEL
5 half-barriers are installed in the tunnel, approximately every 2 Km. If there is an accident the-
se barriers are lowered to prevent users from getting near the place of the accident.

SOC. ITALIANA TRAFORO AUTOSTRADALE
DEL FREJUS S.P.A. - SITAF - AUTOSTRADA A32 

The Centralized Control Room (PCC A32) collects information on what happens along the 
motorway and at toll barriers and remotely manages the systems installed along the mo-
torway. The PCC uses more than 338 cameras installed along the motorway, especially in 
tunnels, 352 SOS call boxes, as well as ventilation and lighting systems, fire-fighting systems, 
radio transmission systems and variable message signs. 
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SOC. ITALIANA TRAFORO AUTOSTRADALE
DEL FREJUS S.P.A. - SITAF - A32 TRAFFIC CIRCULATION SERVICE

The traffic mobility and user support service is mainly carried out by Traffic Agents operating 
24/7 the whole year round.
There are presently 16 traffic mobility agents working in three operating centres along the 
A32, one in Alta Valle, one in Bassa Valle and one at the Susa truck terminal. These agents are 
highly qualified staff (constantly on specific professional qualification courses), who drive easily 
identifiable vans..
Maintenance and emergency signal teams are present or readily available to support Traffic 
Agents during traffic circulation crises.. 
Variable Message Signs (VMS), positioned along the motorway and at all junctions, provide 
real-time information on traffic conditions. 

AUTOSTRADA BRESCIA VERONA VICENZA PADOVA S.P.A.
SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY FOR ROAD SAFETY

2020 DRIVING STYLE WATCHDOG

The “Osservatorio Stili di guida” (or “Driving Style Watchdog”) is a project aimed at periodically 
detecting the driving behaviour of road users along the A4 Brescia-Padova and A31 Valdasti-
co motorway stretches, in order to closely study and analyse behaviours that are the riskiest. 
Specific communication campaigns are then developed to target these behaviours; the results 
of the campaigns are monitored and medium-long term initiative are planned.
The “Watchdog’s” results identify the riskiest driving behaviour on the motorway, such as: the 
use of mobile phones, safety distances, speed limits, the use of turn signals, use of safety belts, 
lane invasion.
The data that is collected allows campaigns be developed to raise awareness of the problem 
and appropriately target it.  
The “Watchdog’s” 2020 data was assessed only for indicators not influenced by traffic density, 
which was significantly affected in the year of the pandemic.  Detection carried out on more 
than 1,300 vehicles, both light and heavy vehicles, examined the use of mobile phones, safety 
belts and turn signals during overtaking manoeuvres. 
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AUTOSTRADA BRESCIA VERONA VICENZA PADOVA S.P.A.
SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY - ANIMAL ABANDONMENT CAMPAIGN

An animal abandonment campaign started during the summer of 2020 on the social media 
channels of Autostrada Brescia Verona Vicenza Padova. The campaign aimed at increasing 
awareness among travellers of the once very common practice of abandoning pets. Indeed, it 
is a well known fact that the period when pets are most abandoned is the summer, when people 
go on holiday. The campaign, which was launched concurrently on the Group’s Instagram and 
Facebook pages as well as on the website of the A4 Holding company, aimed at dissuading this 
awful behaviour and to inform travellers on what to do if they spot abandoned animals on the 
motorway: a few simple messages, the first and most important one of which being to imme-
diately inform the authorities, were broadcasted over the summer months. 
Over a number of years the direct result of multiple campaigns has undoubtedly been a signi-
ficant decrease, if not almost elimination, of the number of animals abandoned on the Brescia 
Verona Vicenza Padova motorway stretches between the A4 Brescia-Padova and the A31 Val-
dastico.
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AUTOSTRADA BRESCIA VERONA VICENZA PADOVA S.P.A.
SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY FOR ROAD SAFETY - THE 5 RULES TO STAY 

SAFE ON THE MOTORWAY: “SAFETY KIT” CAMPAIGN

The “5 rules to stay safe on the Motorway” campaign started in the summer of 2020. The cam-
paign was launched concurrently on the social media channels of Autostrada Brescia Verona 
Vicenza Padova and on the web in general, with the main objective of increasing travellers’ re-
spect of essential safety practices during emergency situations following mechanical problems 
or minor rear-end accidents. 
Indeed, there are still today many motorists who do not behave properly in these emergency 
situations, putting their own safety and that of other passengers at risk.
The 5 rules (1. Reach the emergency stop-area or emergency lane; 2. Put on the high visibility 
vest; 3. Get out of the car only from the side that is opposite the flow of traffic; 4. Always place 
the emergency triangle behind the car; 5. Position yourself in a protected area away from traf-
fic) were communicated and spread across social media channels as well as variable message 
signs along the A4 Brescia – Padova and A31 Valdastico motorway stretches. 
Moreover, Supporting Traffic Mobility wardens distributed safety kits to travellers who sought 
help. These safety kits contained a pamphlet with the 5 rules, as well as a high visibility vest, a 
rucksack, a torch to be put on the car’s roof and a small gadget to cheer up any children. 
The campaign was promoted during the summer period, when holidays and daytrips increase 
the number of critical situations, such as the ones described above. The final objective is always 
one of road safety: reduce, as much as possible, the number of accidents and problems, and 
encourage safe and responsible driving practices. 
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4.1 | PEOPLE

HUMAN RESOURCES

INDICATOR UNIT 2020 2019 2018

Total number of staff No. 10,627 10,313 10,591

Number of work accidents No. 167 251 252

Number of fatal work accidents No. - 1 -

Number of work injuries 
(off work for more than 6 months)

No. 2 4 -

Number of work injuries
(off work for less than 6 months)

No. 170 257 260

Share of work accident procedures
involving subcontractor staff

% 72% 79% 79%

Number of work accident procedures 
involving subcontractor staff

No. 215 198 184

Turnover (hiring) No. 570 982 620

Turnover (leaving) No. 691 1.104 817

Staff training hours No. 112,205 213,785 174,125

PEOPLE AND STAKEHOLDERS

CHAPTER 4
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HUMAN RESOURCES

INDICATOR UNIT 2020 2019 2018

Total number of staff No. 10,627 10,131 10,591

(i) Number of staff (women) No. 2,283 2,167 2,123

(i) Number of staff (men) No. 8,344 8,146 8,468

(iii) Number of staff              
(on permanent contracts) No. 10,335 10,030 10,239

(iii) Number of staff  
(on temporary contracts) No. 292 283 352

(v) Number of staff (workmen) No. 1,711 1,590 1,584

(v) Number of staff (collectors) No. 3,369 3,563 3,788

(v) Number of staff (office staff) No. 4,913 4,507 4,541

(v) Number of staff (managers) No. 468 506 529

(v) Number of staff (directors) No. 166 147 149

(vi) percentage of women workmen % 2% 3% 3%

(vi) percentage of women collectors % 24% 30% 26%

(vi) percentage of women office staff % 26% 27% 26%

(vi) percentage of women managers % 17% 16% 14%

(vi) percentage of women directors % 6% 7% 5%

People are essential resources for AISCAT’s Members to create long-term value. Indeed, 
AISCAT’s Members constantly monitor the qualitative-quantitative make-up of their hu-
man capital. Total staff in 2020 were 10,627, an increase on that of 2019 (10,313) and 2018 
(10,591). 

One of the main priorities of human resources management is staff training, aimed at se-
curing a constant improvement and development of staff’s technical skillsets. In 2020 AI-
SCAT Members supplied 112,205 hours of staff training. This value is lower than that of 2019 
(213,785 hours) and 2018 (174,125 hours), since the pandemic made training difficult.

The data shown in the tables above shows the qualitative composition of human capital 
in terms of gender, contract type and female representation. On average, in 2020, 80 
staff out of 100 were men and 20 were women. The percentage of women is relatively high 
among office staff (26%), while it is in line with company average for collectors (24%) and 
managers (17%), and below average in terms of workmen (2%) and directors (6%). 

AISCAT Members’ staff are generally employed on permanent work contracts (10,335 in 
2020). Temporary contracts in the same year amounted to 292. 
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Human resources safety is a very important indicator. In 2020, AISCAT Members recorded 
a total of 172 work accidents compared with 262 in 2019. Two of the injuries arising from the 
aforementioned accidents were very serious, leading to work absence periods in excess of 
6 months, whilst in 170 cases absences due to accident injuries had a duration of less than 
6 months. 

Members monitor their own direct staff but also that of subcontractors. Along 79% of the 
motorway network (the percentage has remained stable over the last 3 years) there is a 
procedure to monitor work accidents involving subcontractors. These accidents have gone 
up over the past years, increasing from 184 in 2018 to 215 in 2019. 

S.P.A. AUTOVIE VENETE
WELFARE AZIENDALE 

THE INTERNAL SOLIDARITY FUND (FONDO INTERNO DI SOLIDARIETÀ –FIS) 
The Internal Solidarity Fund (FIS) is a non-profit association operating within Società S.p.A. 
Autovie Venete, whose Members are also members of staff. In addition to the contributions 
paid into the association by the company’s staff, the Company itself contributes directly with a 
share of approximately 67% of all amounts paid to provide the following services:
1. Promote and/or deliver social and/or healthcare support, education and charity for or on 

behalf of S.p.A. Autovie Venete associate staff. Main support includes:
a. Contributions for specialist healthcare, medical and dentist procedures.
b. 80% contribution towards reimbursement of COVID-19 nasopharyngeal swabs/rapid 

tests
c. Purchase of eyeglasses, healthcare and orthopaedic supplies.
d. Salary integration payments in the case of illness and/or injury.
e. Contributions in the case of death of partners or family members they are responsible 

for.
f. Disbursements for surgery procedures, serious cases and births
g. Scholarships

2. Promote and/or create socialisation between Members by organising cultural, recreatio-
nal and sports activities.

3. Taking on the duty of life insurance premium.

The Internal Solidarity Fund (FIS) is also responsible for entering into advantageous agree-
ments for its members with commercial, financial and service providers in the following areas:
• Transportation
• Shops
• Supermarkets
• Hotels
• Sports and leisure time
• Retailers and car servicing 
• Healthcare
• Banks
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MILANO SERRAVALLE • MILANO TANGENZIALI S.P.A.
WELFARE 

SUPPORTIVE CHRISTMAS GIFT BASKET 
Given the pandemic’s ongoing situation, and social distancing requirements at the workplace too, 
rather than its traditional staff Christmas toast, Serravalle decided to give each member of staff 
a Christmas gift basket.
These Christmas baskets were put together with the collaboration of a social cooperative that 
works at a prison facility to train and give professional skills to inmates through cooking courses 
and workshops (savoury and sweet bakery products).
In addition to containing food products prepared in the kitchens of the cooperative, the Christmas 
gift baskets were enriched with a selection of traditional Lomellina food products  (Lomellina is 
where a section of the motorway is), purchased from local farm businesses to help small produ-
cers in these difficult times. 

CORPORATE WELFARE
The Company’s welfare includes a significant package of measures, most of which accessible 
via a web platform.
On this platform the Company makes an annual amount of 1,550 euros available to each mem-
ber of staff. Staff can add part or all of their Achievement Bonus to this amount through a pro-
cess of voluntary conversion. The welfare plan was agreed with the trade unions and is indeed 
part of the second level work agreement between the company and trade unions.  
In addition to the web platform, the welfare plan provides supplementary health assistance, 
non-professional (work) accident insurance and 6 annual scholarships for staff children gra-
duating from high school or university with outstanding grades.  Staff may also purchase an-
nual travel cards (on ATM and Ferrovie Nord) from the company at a discount (the company 
pays for the cards upfront and then charges them on staff payroll slips in monthly instalments).
In addition to the above, a number of other events are organised every year, such as the “Chil-
dren at Office” day, when staff bring their children to work, or on International Women’s Day, 
when a cultural event is organised. In order to better balance work and personal life, flexible 
entry times, lunch break times and exit times have been introduced for staff that has to work 
office hours; this applies to full-time and part-time staff.
Staff training was provided through e-learning and, where necessary, the company provided 
disadvantaged staff with indispensable IT equipment so that their training was not interrupted 
and any feeling of isolation due to the 2020 lockdowns was lessened.
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AUTOSTRADA DEL BRENNERO S.P.A.
CORPORATE WELFARE

Autostrada del Brennero SpA has always been involved in the enhancement and development 
of its Human Resources, where these are understood as a sharing of values and objectives; the 
integration and participation of collaborators in the life of the company; staff’s personal and 
professional growth, at all levels, supporting its staff in their life-work balance. By subscribing 
to the Family Audit standard, the company’s intention was to formalise and structure its com-
mitment through a managerial tool, adhering to a process of certification. 
Several measures were introduced over the years to increase the wellbeing of collaborators:
• Flexibility – Flexible work hours for all office staff, whether full-time or part-time. 
• Banca Ore – A contractual option available to all staff, whether full-time or part-time.
• Distance learning/e-learning - for all staff.
• Language courses – The company gives its staff the possibility of attending language cour-

ses to learn German and English, paying for all or part of the course. 
• Supplementary Health Assistance – Available to all staff (except for seasonal workers).
• Pension Fund (Fondo 22) – For all staff.
• E-lunch Agreement – Available to all staff that is entitled to a lunch break.
• Motorway toll payments – Contractual advantages for all staff.
• Electronic-Toll systems (Telepass) at discounted rates – available to all staff.
• Free bus rides for all A22 staff – For staff based at the Via Berlino No. 10 site.
• Advantageous loan interest rates – For all staff.
• CRAL A22 – for all staff.
• Study awards – The company offers its staff’s children a study award for passing their final 

high school or university degree exams. 
• Book-crossing known as, “Share a book…”- An initiative to encourage the free exchange of-

books between collaborators and any Company guests to spread culture. 
• “La cesta del sorriso” (“the smile basket”)  – a totally social, local and sustainable home deli-

very shopping service available to all company staff..

By subscribing to an assessment process, the Company undertook to follow the guidelines and 
attain the standards set by the certifying body, accepting its rules and periodic audits in order to 
retain the certification’s standards. 
In line with Family Audit values – people, culture and territory, innovation– the Company promo-
tes several activities and measures in favour of flexibility, wellbeing, training, family, youth, social 
responsibility, environment, sustainable mobility, new formats and communication.  All the Com-
pany’s staff are potential recipients of these activities.
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AUTOSTRADA BRESCIA VERONA VICENZA PADOVA S.P.A.
GOOD GOVERNANCE

To protect its staff and all the other parties with which Companies of the A4 motorway Group 
do business with, and to promote company compliance and respect of the rules set out in cor-
porate provisions, the A4 Holding Company has made a digital whistleblowing channel avai-
lable that allows staff, suppliers and collaborators to signal any form of unlawfulness they 
could be engaged in or may have noticed. Whistle-blowers have the possibility of reporting 
situations of corruption, infringement of health and safety rules, fraud, theft, harassment and 
discrimination, both in order to prevent such acts from happening as well as to develop a com-
pany policy based on transparency, equality and justice.
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AUTOSTRADA BRESCIA VERONA VICENZA PADOVA S.P.A.
SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY - SHOWER AND COFFEE OFFERED

BY THE BRESCIA EST TRUCK TERMINAL: TRUCK DRIVERS CAMPAIGN

Starting in April 2020, right in the middle of the Coronavirus health emergency, the A4 Holding 
Group and MAN Truck & Bus Italia joined forces to offer all truck drivers who are resting, stop-
ping for a break or simply driving past the Brescia Est truck terminal, the possibility of having a 
free shower and a coffee.  
This is a small but symbolic gesture towards a category of workers who, even in such difficult 
times and working conditions, continues to give its support to the country. The campaign resu-
med during the winter right up until January 2021.

AUTOSTRADA BRESCIA VERONA VICENZA PADOVA S.P.A.
SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY - HOTEL SANTA GIULIA AVAILABLE

TO HEALTH OPERATORS

After having adhered to the campaign for health operators, who were exempted from toll pay-
ments during Phase 1 of the Covid-19 epidemic, the A4 Holding Group made “Hotel Santa Giu-
lia” feely available to ASST Spedali Civili di Brescia staff from April 2020, right in the middle 
of the pandemic.  The hotel is located within the Brescia Est truck terminal, right near to the 
motorway exit.
The decision went towards helping doctors and nurses in their daily need to commute and rest, 
over extenuating work shifts, during the Covid-19 emergency and also towards protecting their 
own families from infection too. Accordingly, the hotel’s rooms were made available to doctors 
and nurses from 5 April to 5 June 2020.
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AUTOSTRADA BRESCIA VERONA VICENZA PADOVA S.P.A.
SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY – FONDAZIONE ARENA

“IN THE HEART OF MUSIC”

Even for 2021, a very difficult year marked by the pandemic, the A4 Holding Group confirmed 
its partnership with Fondazione Arena, supporting it in its goal to spread art and culture and 
especially, given its promoter role for socio-economic development in the area, give a strong si-
gnal of recovery. This is why the A4 Holding Group proposed itself for the double role of sponsor 
and benefactor for the “2020 Summer Festival” entitled “In the heart of music”.
The Arena of Verona has, for years now, been a synonym for great numbers and tourism from 
all over Italy and the world. The A4 Holding Group has always supported cultural and social 
initiatives that bring people together and create important occasions for dialogue, a constant 
commitment that has been maintained over the years.

STRADA DEI PARCHI S.P.A.
CORPORATE WELFARE

Benefits: Comprehensive (KasKo) car insurance – Non-professional insurance policy -   Healthca-
re insurance - Post COVID-19 insurance and assistance– “Temporary death due to illness” insu-
rance policy – “loss of self-sufficiency” insurance policy - Luncheon vouchers.
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TANGENZIALE DI NAPOLI S.P.A. 
CORPORATE WELFARE

AON portal (flexible benefits), Scholarships, medals, Unisalute health insurance, health protection 
(covid19 swabs)

STAKEHOLDERS
From 23 February 2020, following the first official recorded cases of Covid in Italy, until 2 March 
2021, the day of the last provision of law issued by the government, the Company implemented 
a number of Covid-19 risk prevention/containment measures by way of staff communications, 
information sheets, health protocols, operational provisions governing physical presence at work, 
all of which were aligned to the guidelines of the ASPI Parent Company.
Another measure taken against the risk of spreading the infection was the emergency implemen-
tation of “Remote/Home Working” wherever this was possible, including “vulnerable” workers, so 
as to reduce the number of staff working on site whilst at the same time guaranteeing essential 
service continuity. 
During the emergency phases that led to the “red Zone” lockdown of the Region of Campania, a 
number of public services were closed down (Commercial/Punto Blu).
Following the drop in traffic during the lockdown period, which led to the closing down of many 
of the hardest hit sectors of business, recourse was made to furloughing and unemployment 
benefits Cassa Integrazione Guadagni Ordinaria (CIGO). A number of the provisions that were 
implemented and published on the company’s intranet are attached herewith by way of example. 
(See attachment: “Comunication 2021 – Covid Protocol”).

CONCESSIONI AUTOSTRADALI VENETE S.P.A. - CAV
CORPORATE WELFARE AND PUTTING PEOPLE AT THE CENTRE

The Company decided to implement policies and initiatives to enhance the value of its human 
capital, especially with regard to staff health and safety, corporate welfare and diversity and 
inclusion.   
CAV has a remuneration system that recognises the skill value of each individual and his/her role 
and responsibilities within the Company.
Remuneration policies aimed at enhancing the skill set of new human resources are structured so 
as to increase staff motivation.
In compliance with what is set out under the National Labour Work Contract of reference, a num-
ber of specific additional benefits are included by the company (ones which have often antici-
pated the introduction of new statutory welfare requirements) aimed at supplementing those 
recognised by law.  
Both full-time and part-time staff are entitled to the Company’s benefits, which are provided 
though the AON platform.
Moreover, within the scope of the COVID emergency, CAV introduced the following supplemen-
tary health insurance in collaboration with Società di Mutuo soccorso Cesare Pozzo:
• For staff infected with COVID (anywhere) in 2020 and who had to be hospitalised: a per diem, 

amount of 40 Euros for a maximum of 50 days.
• For staff who, under the existing law, was required to go into self-isolation at home: a per diem 

amount of 30 euros for a maximum of 14 days.

continued >
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Parental leave is an optional leave from work, which allows parents to have some time off to be 
with their children. 
Parental leave may last up to 10 months (11 months if the father takes at least 3 months leave 
before the child is 8 years old). During parental leave INPS (the Italian National Institute for In-
surance against work accidents) pays an allowance of 30% of the employee’s standard salary.  
Parental leave details have been provided by CAV as follows:

2020 PARENTAL LEAVE
UOMINI DONNE

Total number of staff who were entitled to parental leave
and used it 29 15

CAV’S WELFARE PLAN AVAILABLE ON
THE AON PLATFORM

• Nursery/Kindergarten
• Schools
• Summer camps and after school activities
• University fees
• School books
• Sport and gym
• Travel
• Training courses
• Health and welfare
• Health Fund 
• Dentists
• Public transport

Extensive Welfare program for all
the employees
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SOCIETÀ AUTOSTRADA TIRRENICA S.P.A. • SAT
CORPORATE WELFARE

Protecting your health (e.g. vaccinations, check-ups, etc.)
Supplementary accident and life insurance, Company canteen and/or luncheon coupons

Clients

Yes through constant 
monitoring of quality and 
the use of communication 
channels such as company 
email and internet site.  

Operating of toll collection and 
rate information systems

Human resources

Continuous participation of 
company staff through staff 
notices and constant updates 
on the intranet.  

Health and safety of 
workers, especially in relation 
to Covid-19 prevention 
measures. 

Trade unions

Periodic meetings with Trade 
Union Representatives for 
fruitful exchanges between 
parties.

Organizational changes, staff 
training courses, company 
policies relating to Covid-19 
prevention,  unemployment 
benefits.

State, Authorities andranting 
bodies

Compliance with agreed 
deadlines and with any 
requests made by the 
granting body during the year.

132 communications were 
sent to the Ministry of 
Infrastructure and Transport 
in 2020

Trade Associations
Management of relations with 
Aiscat and Confindustria

Periodic meetings and 
exchanges

Suppliers of goods
and services, contractors
and subcontractors

Constant liaising with the 
responsible office and use 
of a specific platform for 
purchasing procedures 
governed by the procurement 
code. 

End-to-end management 
of the procurement process, 
from RFP to agreement 
signing.   

Media

Open and available approach 
with the media through 
the support of the Holding 
company’s responsible office.  

Interview by “Il Tirreno” 
with the new MD when new 
rates were introduced on 
28.12.2020
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MILANO SERRAVALLE • MILANO TANGENZIALI S.P.A.
VARIOUS INITIATIVES

INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR THE ELIMINATION OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
It has been several years now that on 25 November Serravalle has organized awareness even-
ts on domestic violence.  For 2020, given all the health restrictions in place, all female staff were 
given a copy of the book written by Simonetta Agnello Hornby and Marina Calloni: “Il Male che si 
Deve Raccontare per cancellare la violenza domestica”, and invited to read it with their families. 
This book was chosen precisely because of its act of condemnation and the need, also cultural, 
to change people’s mind about  how wrong this violent type of man-woman relationship is – 
one which often manifests itself in the domestic environment.

AUTOSTRADA DEL BRENNERO S.P.A.
STAKEHOLDER

Describing stakeholder engagement initiatives: In 2016 Autostrada del Brennero S.p.A. embar-
ked on a sharing and cooperation project with its stakeholders, which eventually gave birth to 
the first Sustainability Report. This project, which is ongoing, aims at maintaining a proactive 
approach with all the different stakeholders. In drafting the second Sustainability Report the 
Company carried out interviews and meetings with the most involved parties. 
Dialogue with external stakeholders, such as local authorities, the State Police, European 
project partners and transport trade associations, focuses especially on user safety, the envi-
ronment and sustainable mobility. The constant exchange with all interested parties allows the 
Company to involve all stakeholders in identifying possible areas for improvement.  
For Autostrada del Brennero S.p.A. dialogue with internal interest holders (first of whom its 
shareholders) is an opportunity to identify relevant areas affecting the implementation of its 
services, the adoption of pioneering environmental technologies and environmentally and eco-
nomically sustainable choices. This is why the Company maintains a constant dialogue with its 
internal stakeholders, and is especially interested in listening to their opinions.

CORPORATE WELFARE
Autostrada del Brennero S.p.A. has always shown an interest in the enhancement and deve-
lopment of its Human Resources, where these are understood as having shared values and 
objectives; the integration and participation of collaborators in the life of the company; staff’s 
personal and professional growth, at all levels, supporting its staff in its life-work balance. By 
adhering to the Family Audit standard, the company’s goal was to formalise and structure its 
commitment through a managerial tool, subscribing to a process of certification. Several mea-
sures were introduced over the years to improve the wellbeing of collaborators:
• Flexibility– Flexible work hours for all office based staff, whether full or part time. 
• Banca Ore – A contractual option available to all staff, whether full or part time.
• Distance/e-learning- available to all staff
• Language courses – the Company gives its staff the possibility of attending language cour-

ses to learn German and English, paying for all or part of the tuition fees.
• Supplementary Health Insurance – Available to all staff (except for seasonal workers).
• Pension Fund (Fondo 22) – For all staff.
• E-lunch Agreement – Made available to all staff that are entitled to a lunch break.
• Motorway toll payments – Contractual advantages for all staff.

continued >
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• Electronic-toll systems (Telepass) at discounted rates – available to all staff.
• Free bus rides for all A22 staff – For staff based at the Via Berlino No. 10 headquarters.
• Advantageous loan interest rates – For all staff
• CRAL A22 – For all staff
• Study awards – The company offers its staff’s children a study award for passing their final 

high school or university degree exams.
• Book-crossing known as, “Share a book…” - An initiative to encourage the free exchangeof 

books between collaborators and any Company guests to spread culture.
• “La cesta del sorriso” (“the smile basket”) – a totally social, local and sustainable home
• Delivery shopping service available to all company staff.

By subscribing to an assessment process, the Company undertook to follow the guidelines and 
attain the standards set by the certifying body, accepting its rules and periodic checks in order 
to retain the certification’s standards. 
In line with Family Audit values – people, culture and territory, innovation– the Company pro-
motes several activities and measures in favour of flexibility, wellbeing, training, family, youth, 
social responsibility, environment, sustainable mobility, new formats and communication.  All 
the Company’s staff are potential recipients of these activities.
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SOCIETÀ ITALIANA TRAFORO DEL FREJUS S.P.A. - SITAF
STAKEHOLDERS

Participation of Stakeholders
SITAF is well aware of the fact that dialogue with stakeholders is a value creation process. It 
allows the Group to take into account the topics that are important to all interest holders, such 
as staff, motorway users, the local community, suppliers and the Public Administration. 
This is why SITAF strives to keep a close relationship with its stakeholders for the purpose of 
generating and distributing value in the area, and doing so in compliance with environmental 
and safety needs.  
SITAF identifies and selects its interest groups based on an awareness of the social role it plays 
and the strong local presence that is necessarily connected with carrying out its activities.
SITAF has, for years now, been implementing a constant mapping process of its stakeholders,    
confirming its this long-lasting commitment for 2020 too.

continued >

STAKEHOLDER DIALOGUE AND PARTICIPATION TOOLS DEVELOPED 
BY THE GROUP 

STAFF AND 
COLLABORATORS

Work Health and Safety initiatives and projects 
• Distribution, on the Company’s intranet, of internally pro-

duced documentation relating to the Safety Management 
System.

• Quarterly meetings held in accordance with article 50 (Le-
gislative decree 81/2008) with Workers’ representatives for 
Safety, Delegated Managers and Prevention and Protection 
Services. 

Meetings with trade union organizations for  GEIE-GEF
• Quarterly meetings held by the Consultative Committee to 

coordinate issues relating to Work Health and Safety 
USERS External Communication Tools

• Communication and presentation of the company and its 
activities on the internet.   

• Distribution of motorway radio services providing traffic and 
safety news 

• Service Quality Assessment questionnaire administered by 
the Frejus Tunnel facility in emergency situations. 

Road Safety Awareness Initiatives
• Promotion of the “Drive your own life. Behave responsibly!” 

road safety Campaign.
• “Health motorway, prevention whilst travelling” project in 

collaboration with the Italian Red Cross.  
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STAKEHOLDER DIALOGUE AND PARTICIPATION TOOLS DEVELOPED 
BY THE GROUP 

LOCAL COMMUNITY Public events
External Communication Tools
• Use of social network channels and press releases 
Workshops and common projects
• Collaboration with the Turin Polytechnic for research and 

advice in design and management of environmental moni-
toring and scientific consultancy projects.

Participation in national and international organisations 
• The Frejus Tunnel is part of the non-profit Association, “TA-

VOLA ROTONDA DEI TRAFORI STRADALI MONOTUBO BI-
DIREZIONALI” (“ROUND TABLE FOR TWO-WAY ONE-TUBE 
ROAD TUNNELS”)

SUPPLIERS AND 
COMMERCIAL
PARTNERS

Meetings and debates on specific issues: safety, environment 
and projects
• Ongoing work health and safety training with external com-

panies with the administration of learning assessment que-
stionnaires. 

Quality and safety monitoring system.

Cooperation and coordination work:
• Training and information provided by external companies on 

work health and safety.  
Protocols of intent

INSTITUTIONS 
AND THE PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION

Seminars and workshops with trade associations and 
foundations
• Constant dialogue with administrations through agreemen-

ts with local municipalities aimed at mitigating environmen-
tal impacts connected with the construction of motorway 
infrastructure. 

Body monitoring motorway concessions of the Ministry
of Infrastructure and sustainable Mobility.

SHAREHOLDERS AND 
FINANCIERS

SITAF aims at increasing the Company’s value to protect its 
shareholders. The company maintains a constant line of com-
munication with its financiers, based on transparency and ti-
meliness, meeting all contractual requirements in the best pos-
sible way. 

> follows

continued >
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Refers to Users in the above table
• Info Traffic – The Internet service provides information on traffic, existing worksites and pos-

sible 
• Hold-ups along the motorway due to planned work activities. Can also be used to connect 

to Radio Traffic to listen to the latest news broadcast.
• Call center Via Nord Ovest – This service, provided by OK-GOL, puts motorway uses in touch 

with Service Center Operators  through toll free number 800840708, from 7.00 to 21.00, on 
all working days  and on all bank holidays with high traffic congestion;

• CCISS Services and Radio Broadcasting – Radio news broadcasts (on radio frequencies 
89.1Mhz, 96.8Mhz, 99Mhz, 99.3Mhz, 100.6Mhz and 103.3Mhz) provide information on how 
to behave during an emergency; 

• Fréjus Tunnel switchboard- the service is available 24/7 on +39 0122909011;
• Fréjus Professionals Club – The association brings together professionals and heavy vehi-

cle drivers who drive through the Frejus Tunnel everyday. The web portal (www.frejusuper- 
truckers.com) provides an interactive space with constant communications on motorway 
safety and prevention.
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4.2 | ECONOMIC IMPACTS ON LOCAL COMMUNITIES 

The creation and operating of a motorway infrastructure invariably generates environmen-
tal impacts, but may also generate significant positive impacts that trigger the growth of 
local communities. Indeed, motorway connections can significantly improve the quality of 
life of communities, opening up new growth prospects and creating previously inexistent 
wealth. 
The value that AISCAT’s Members generate, and which is distributed among various sta-
keholder categories, may be quantified in economic terms. The most commonly used mea-
surement standard for this quantification is the Social Group Balance (SGB) method, which 
allows us to calculate the Global Value Added generated by the company. 
The Global Value Added quantifies the economic effect that the business of AISCAT’s Mem-
bers has on stakeholders that are directly involved in the company’s economic production 
activities and that take part in its distribution.  Overall, in 2020, AISCAT Members generated 
2.7 billion euros of Global Value Added.  
The SGB methodology entails calculating the Members’ total value of production, which 
amounted to 5.1 billion euros in 2020 - almost all of which deriving from toll revenue. To 
provide a term of reference, and thus appreciate the magnitude of this value, one need only 
consider that Italy’s GDP in 2019 amounted to about 2,000 billion euros.  Revenues in 2020 
were significantly lower than in previous years due to lower traffic, which only generated 4.5 
billion euros compared with 5.9 billion in 2019. 
Total intermediate production costs amounted to 2.4 billion euros, most of which generated 
by the purchase of services, provisions and reserves and the consumption of raw materials, 
consumables and the purchase of goods. 
Specifically, one should note that the cost of services amounted to 2.1 billion euros, an incre-
ase of 1.7 billion euros compared with 2019.
Coping with the pandemic generated additional costs for Members. Indeed, despite the 
COVID-19 threat, Members managed to preserve the safety of workers and travellers. If 
we assume the average annual remuneration of an employee to be 30,000 euros, we can 
conclude that AISCAT’s contribution to the country’s economic fabric is equal to the annual 
remuneration of more than 68,000 workers. Consequently, the gross specific value added 
amounts to 2.7 billion euros. Finally, to obtain the global value added one needs to take into 
account revenues and costs connected with non-operating activities (which include, among 
others, financial income and the depreciation and/or impairment of financial assets) and 
depreciation and/or amortisation amounting to 1 billion euros.  
The Global Value Added that Members can distribute to the stakeholders who participate 
most directly in the production of the company’s economic wealth therefore amounts to 1.7 
billion euros.
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AUTOSTRADA BRESCIA VERONA VICENZA PADOVA S.P.A.
SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY – TERRITORY AND SAFETY SECTIONS

ON THE “IN VIAGGIO” WEBSITE  AND SOCIAL CAMPAIGN

Road safety and the local area are fundamental values for the A4 Group Holding: this is why 
“Safety” and “Territory” sections were added to the inviaggio.autobspd.it website. The Territory 
section was created to enhance the strong bond that has developed between  the A4    Brescia 
– Padova motorway and the A31 Valdastico and the places that these motorways pass through 
and connect. The section aims at presenting places, news and curiosities that are strictly rela-
ted to the areas  that the motorway stretches pass through; places rich in touristic excellences, 
from worldwide renowned ones (such as the Verona Arena, the Loggia Palace in Brescia and 
the Basilica of Saint Anthony in Padova) to small hamlets - real unknown jewels that are hidden 
away. Natural and artistic beauties are supplemented by ones of traditional wine and food, 
and the touristic “taste” itineraries that connect them. Indeed, the “Territory” section showcases 
several international cultural events, such as local fairs, art exhibitions and trade shows. 
The “Safety” section provides details on campaigns, projects, initiatives and collaborations 
whose main goal is to support safe driving practices.
There is a strong tie between “Territory” and “Safety” and the social network channels of Auto-
strada Brescia Verona Vicenza Padova: the Facebook and Instagram pages often have content 
with links to articles on the website in order to increase content visibility in terms of information 
and services. .
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GLOBAL VALUE ADDED 
LINE ITEMS AND  CALCULATION

2020 2019

Toll revenues 4,494,989,751 5,884,068,960

Revenue from construction work 181,737,080 169,787,827

Revenue from ordered work 8,411,044 11,343,611

Other revenue and proceeds 446,646,966 602,338,921

TOTAL VALUE OF PRODUCTION
5,131,784,841 

100%
6,667,539,319

100%

Consumption of raw materials, consumables
and cost of goods

114,553,381 275,183,412

Cost of services 2,062,430,472 1,571,433,479

Cost of leased assets 21,182,803 15,664,011

Provisions and reserves 135,928,776 1,367,249,515

Other operating costs 74,936,232 94,947,803

TOTAL INTERMEDIATE PRODUCTION COSTS
2,409,753.177

47%
3,324,458,219

50%

GROSS SPECIFIC VALUE ADDED
2,722,753,177

53%
3,343,081,100

50%

Revenue from non-operating activities 123,185,924 135,793,327

Costs of non-operating activities 27,404,572 14,681,627

GROSS GLOBAL VALUE ADDED
2,818,534,529

55%
3,461.192,800

52%

Depreciation and amortisation 1,083,338,106 1,097,658,823

AL VALUE ADDED
1,735,196,423

34%
2,363,533,977

35%

The table overleaf shows the distribution of Global Value Added. Staff are one of the sta-
keholders that reap the most benefit (847 million euros, or 49% of Global Value Added). 
This is followed by the remuneration of credit capital (interest and other financial charges), 
which amounts to 900 million euros (26% of Global Value Added). The Public Administration, 
through income taxes, indirect taxes, contributions and other duties  enjoyed an overall 450 
million euros (26% of the total), whilst shareholders were remunerated for their risk capital 
with 16 million euros (1%). The Company’s remuneration, given by its profit (or loss) in 2020, 
net of dividends paid, was negative: -479 million euros (-28%).
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The data shows that, within the crisis of the pandemic, Global Value Added suffered a drastic 
loss, primarily borne by the remuneration of risk capital and that of the Company. Employ-
ment levels, as reflected by staff remuneration, stayed stable. Public Administration remu-
neration levels decreased in line with lower revenues and, therefore, lower profits. Lastly, the 
Members bore the greatest financial burden; a consequence of the higher levels of debt that 
were required to get through the pandemic. 

GLOBAL VALUE ADDED DISTRIBUTION DETAILS

2020 2019

Staff remuneration 846,990,215 49% 911,112,896 39%

Public Administration 
remuneration

450,107,683 26% 739,206,415 31%

Credit capital remuneration 900,561.413 52% 737,104,596 31%

Risk capital remuneration 16,526.252 1% 37,718,171 2%

Company’s remuneration -478,989,141 -28% -61,608,101 -3%

TOTAL 1,735,196,422 100% 2,363,533,976 100%
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AUTOSTRADA DEL BRENNERO S.P.A. - URBAN PASS

Urban Pass, the toll payment exemption scheme for drivers opting to take the motorway instead 
of the Trento and Rovereto ring-road, was launched between the last months of 2019 and the first 
months of 2020.
For the town of Trento the conditions are as follows: to own a Telepass (electronic toll payment sy-
stem), to have submitted an application for the Urban Pass scheme and to drive, both on entering 
and on exiting the motorway, between the toll stations of Trento Nord and Trento Sud in both traffic 
directions. Urban Pass is valid from 6 to 9 and from 17 to 20, Monday to Friday, excluding bank holi-
days; that is to say, during peak traffic times on the town’s ring-road.  
The same conditions apply for the town of Rovereto: to own a Telepass (electronic toll payment 
system), to have submitted an application for the scheme and to drive, both on entering and on 
exiting the motorway, between the toll stations of Rovereto Nord and Rovereto Sud in both traffic 
directions. Urban Pass is valid from 6 to 9 and from 17 to 20, Monday to Friday, excluding any bank 
holidays; that is to say, during peak traffic times on the town’s ring-road.
The objective of the Urban Pass (a scheme made possible thanks to the agreement signed with the 
Autonomous Province of Trento, who funded the project) is to reduce traffic during the construction 
works of the new junction connecting the Trento ring-road and county road no. 235, pending impro-
vements along the ordinary road network running through Rovereto. The agreement, signed betwe-
en the Autonomous Province of Trento and Autostrada del Brennero SpA, has been effective since 1 
November 2019 and is currently valid until 31 October 2021. 
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4.3 | INNOVATION

Innovation, in terms of growth, in the motorway network sector, is not only necessary but 
essential for long-term value creation. One of the projects that AISCAT Members are inve-
sting in is Smart Road: a new intelligent road concept aimed at enabling communication 
and interconnection between transiting vehicles. Smart Road features include weather and 
traffic surveying systems that allow travellers to access to real-time information on road 
and traffic conditions or on other situations and possibly receive alternative routes for their 
journeys.  Innovation, in terms of structural development, might also concern infrastructure 
changes and updates that facilitate technological changes on the vehicles that use them. 
Alternatively, innovation may concern the infrastructure itself, which, although retaining its 
primary function, may turn into a means to create environmental and social value. Other 
initiatives relate to efforts to keep an open line of communication with motorway users in 
order to better understand the causes of accident risk and timely intervene through risk 
mitigation actions. 

SOCIETÀ DI PROGETTO BRE.BE.MI S.P.A.
DISCOUNTS FOR GREEN VEHICLES

The “Green Vehicles Discount on the A35-A58” campaign was launched in June 2020. It con-
sists in a 30% toll discount rate along the A35 (Brebemi) motorway and the A58 (External 
ring-road), as ascertained by Telepass systems, for fully electric vehicles and LNG lorries, re-
gardless of their entry and exit toll station provided they are ones owned by the A35-A58 
concessionaires. 
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TANGENZIALE DI NAPOLI S.P.A.

The Company has, through several projects that have been going on for several years now, 
been carrying out a process to increase its efforts in terms of social responsibility and sustai-
nable development. The Company uses solar energy on a number of its systems, such as: SOS 
call boxes, sequential road flash warning signs and bend light systems, aimed at improving 
safety standards. As of 31 December 2020 the Company has 33 solar panels active that con-
tribute to reducing CO2 emissions, and plans to replace all road lamps (junctions and service 
areas) with high efficiency low-energy consumption LED lamps. 
As for noise pollution, the Company has a plan to carry out noise reduction works in compliance 
with current provisions of law.
Throughout 2020 the Company also carried out additional technical-structural checks on noise 
barriers and as well a0s a noise check campaign to identify possible areas for improvement. 
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AUTOSTRADA DEL BRENNERO S.P.A. - C-ROADS

A motorway that communicates with vehicles, which are in turn interconnected with each other, 
so that traffic circulation is safer, faster and greener. This, in short, is the great result achieved 
by Autostrada del Brennero together with the implementers of the many projects developed 
along the A22 over the past four years under C-Roads Italy; part of the European programme 
to develop standardized Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS) across the E.U.  
The main result achieved so far has been the development of a message transmission protocol 
which, over a C-ITS server (the 63 Road Side Units (RSUs) installed along the A22 for short ran-
ge  communication and the virtual RSU for long-range implemented in collaboration with TIM), 
reaches the vehicles.  This solution, developed by Autobrennero, has become the Italian stan-
dard for hybrid communication. It currently allows the presence of worksites, accidents, bad 
weather conditions and other information to be transmitted to on board computers, but in the 
near future it will allow every vehicle to be managed somewhat like the carriage of a train, en-
suring high cruising speeds and perfect safety in compliance with environmental requirements. 
This is certainly not an impossible objective; we need only think that Iveco has already tested 
Truck Platooning (a convoy of trucks driven by the first vehicle only, and capable of safely co-
ping with all other traffic) on the A22 or that CRF (Centro Ricerche Fiat) has tested the Highway 
Chauffeur (a vehicle automation system to adjust speed, keep a trajectory and change lane 
automatically). CAV and Autovie Venete also took part in the C-Roads Italy project.
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SOC. ITALIANA TRAFORO AUTOSTRADALE
DEL FREJUS S.P.A. • SITAF • INNOVATIVE PROJECTS

The aim of MedTIS (Mediterranean Corridor deploying Traveller Information Services) is to de-
velop User information services along the Mediterranean Corridor TEN-T. The project is coor-
dinated by French company ASFA and its implementation involves France, Spain, Italy and 
Portugal. 
The tasks that SITAF has been assigned by its parent company TECNOSITAF entail a series of 
updates to the Centralised Control Room to have a more accurate and real-time service, with 
significant improvements to traffic circulation and, consequently, beneficial impacts on the en-
vironment and safety too.
Specifically, the various activities of the project concern:
• New technologies for the detection of smoke in tunnels;
• SOS on board – motorway users travelling through the Frejus Tunnel can request emergen-

cy rescue using their mobile phones even without signal coverage, by using a specific Wi-Fi 
network created by TECNOSITAF.

In relation to the project, the new SCADA (commercially known as STIG) has been developed, 
which is configured as a “suite” of RMT3 system software modules, a management system 
used by the A32 Centralised Control Room for remote controlling of tunnel systems. The sy-
stem of modules fully integrates with the RMT3 environment, with which it shares basic services 
and infrastructure.   
The main functions of the SCADA module may be summarised as follows: 
• Systems control: implemented by transmitting direct commands to systems controlled and/

or mediated through the tunnel supervisor and the activation of predefined scenarios;
• Displaying of current functional status of systems: possible through synoptic video images 

allowing the operator to control the road systems he/she is responsible for.
• Reporting: organises and manages information on the functional status of each piece of 

equipment, on any anomalies and warnings detected, and on the information acquired and  
commands given by operators.

Within the scope of this project, SITAF seized the opportunity to proceed with a process to re-
new the entire “Variable Message Signs” system. This renewal means both reconstructing the 
existing signs as well as extending their distribution to new sites. 
Four new VMS portals have been added to the A32:
1. Oulx SS24 for road users coming from Montgenèvre (F) and moving towards the  A32
2. Susa Ovest, for drivers coming from the west, before the Susa exit.
3. Chianocco dir. TO, for road users moving towards the lower half of the motorway,
4. Oulx West exit, for road users coming from the SS335
The portals are connected with fibre optics to the main motorway backbone with which they 
reach the central server, in Susa, which manages the entire  A32 environment using Tecnositaf 
RMT road management systems.
The A32 tolled motorway lanes were also enhanced by the implementation of a traffic flow 
monitoring system capable of improving road safety. 
The system works by using an ANPR algorithm which enables the detection and recognition of 
vehicles to ensure better performance in terms of accuracy.

continued >
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NEMO 
The NEMO project started in September 2016 within the scope of HORIZON 2020, the aim of 
which is to harmonize a data communication network, at a European level, between electric 
cars, road infrastructure operators and energy supply companies to facilitate the search of 
charging stations and allow for payments like those that currently take place in the field of mo-
bile communications (so called “roaming”).
In this case we are talking about “electric-roaming”, and its main aim is to solve the problem 
related  with the short autonomy of electric vehicles and the shortage of charging stations.  
These are limiting factors for the development of electric mobility, where electric vehicle owners 
are “worried of not reaching their destination”. The progressive penetration of electric vehicles, 
whose distinctive feature is to be connected to information systems that are only owned by the 
“manufacturing company”, makes it difficult to harmonise various communication standards, 
and this has a potentially significant impact on motorway operators who would like to offer on 
board direct vehicle services.   
In 2017 a charging station was installed at our “GuidaSicura” (“DriveSafe”) test-site to perform 
all the tests carried out in close collaboration with the FIAT Group necessary to develop the 
software capable of communicating traffic and positioning data of charging stations. 
The location for this charging point was purposely chosen, with a view to guaranteeing safe 
charging, given the general shortage of charging points outside the city of Torino. The location 
was also chosen to test routes with critical infrastructure such as, for example, the numerous 
tunnels along the A32 which increase risk in the event of a vehicle running out of battery power. 
The objective was to provide assistance to an electric vehicle by sending it information relating 
to traffic conditions and the position of the nearest free charging station, if its battery was not 
sufficiently charged to reach the destination. To this end an Android app was developed that 
allows users to connect to the motorway WiFi and access the NeMo network on road traffic 
information. 

PROJECT RESIST (ReSilient transport InfraSTructure to extreme events) 
Technologies that can be applied to Smart Roads for the monitoring of critical infrastructure 
and the management of extreme events. This project, which started in 2019, is particularly im-
portant for the E.U. after the Morandi Bridge structural failure tragedy in August 2018. Indeed, 
the general objective of RESIST is to increase the capacity to reinstate transport infrastructure 
following natural or man-caused disasters and to protect users also through specific informa-
tion systems. The project will address extreme incidents on critical structures, such as bridges 
and tunnels, which can be damaged by all sorts of physical and natural accidents as well as by 
man, including cyber-attacks.  RESIST technology will be implemented and tested in two pilot 
areas on existing infrastructure: in Italy (on the A32 motorway) and in Greece (Egnatia Odos). 
RESIST will use special risk analyses and will further elaborate the latest data on robotics, hu-
man behaviour under panic and stress conditions, to provide indications on the information to 
be transmitted in emergency situations.
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The project’s goals are to improve the following:
• the speed and effectiveness of works;
• a reduction in structural vulnerability  assessment costs  through the use of drones and 

robots;
• an assessment of damage using sensor-assisted processes;
• an awareness of the situation that has occurred following catastrophic events;;
• better user safety in the event of extreme accidents;
• increase the transport infrastructure’s resilience on 3 levels:

a. increase the physical resilience of bridges / tunnels through robotic inspection and pre-
dictive analysis;

b. quick reinstatement of services / return to normality after a catastrophe, with alternati-
ve means of transport for passenger and good traffic flows;

c. clear and effective communication with transport operators, users, emergency teams 
and the local population to reduce the impact of interruptions to a minimum, exploiting 
real-time data, available networks, social media and mobile technologies to supply re-
al-time distribution of emergency information through the use of satellites and other 
terrestrial communication systems.

Tecnositaf will provide the requirements for maintenance planning / repair under normal and 
extreme conditions from the point of view of a road and motorway developer of advanced-sy-
stems.
Critical infrastructure available at test areas:  
• A32 – Millaures Flyover: old (construction year 1978) and not very close to trunk road jun-

ctions.
• S. Petronilla Tunnel: Prapontin (A32) tunnel escape-way
The following have been implemented at the above two sites:
1. “Wi-Fi in Motion” testing to support telecommunications
2. Possibility of testing robotic structural analyses  (with drones and special sensors)
3. Analysis of collected data to implement predictive maintenance
4. Communication of data between infrastructure and connected vehicles (V2I)
5. Fine-tuning of actions that are needed after a disaster through DSS (Decision Support Sy-

stems)
6. Analysis and improvement of Cyber Security

ITALY-FRANCE ELECTRIC INTERCONNECTION
SITAF is party to the agreement between Italy and France for an HVDC 1200 MWad high vol-
tage constant current cable connection to exchange electrical energy between the countries. 
This cable, running from the power station in Piossasco (TO), shall mostly be installed on land 
that is part of the A32 motorway up to Bussoleno (TO), where it will be earthed into the  SS24 
road until reaching Salbertrand (TO) and then reconnect to the A32 along which it will reach the 
new Frejus safety gallery and then end in France. This is a state-of-the-art work at a European 
level, with no electromagnetic emission hazards, which allows for an optimization of the network 
and reductions in energy costs that can be passed onto users. 
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SUSA BROADBAND PROJECT 
SITAF has implemented, in collaboration with Metropolitan city of Torino, Consorzio TOP-IX, Ac-
sel and AEM-NET, an important broadband internet connection project aimed at re-launching 
the economic and production system of Valle di Susa and improve connectivity among people.  
SITAF has made available 3 couples of fibre optic from its “international telematics backbo-
ne” and 6 network shelters with Wifi antenna to users situated in Rivoli, Avigliana, Bussoleno, 
Susa, Oulx and Bardonecchia, in order to use Internet Exchange services in Valle di Susa and 
towards Lion. 7 operators are currently active and data traffic is increasing constantly. Over the 
years the number of telephone companies using the Broadband has increased, with constant 
increases in traffic.  The temporary connection (which will become permanent after the works of 
TERNA on the SSP 589) has been built, which allows entrance on the A32 connection from the 
Torino-Sud basin and increases connection redundancy towards Torino.

PROGETTO
BANDA LARGA

ITALY FRANCE

TELEMATICS 
INFRASTRUCTURE

3 fibre optics on the national 
cable: Rivoli, toll stations of 
Avigliana and Salbertrand; 
Oulx; Bardonecchia, on the 
premises of SITAF S.p.A. in 
Susa

2 fibre optics on the interna-
tional cable for connection of 
the Turin Top-ix node with the 
same one (Lyonix) in Lion and 
the one in Marseille.

SIGNAL TRANSMISSION From Rivoli towards Val della 
Torre, San Gillio, Brioneand 
from the Barrier of Salber- 
trand towards Oulx it is pos-
sible to reach Cesana Torine-
se, Sestriere and the Olympic 
zones.

The aggregation with Mar-
seille is where the submarine 
fibre optic cables connecting 
Europe with Africa, the Midd-
le East and Asia reach.

THE PROJECT’S STRONG 
POINTS

Provides knowledge, from a town-planning point of view, of 
the two territories and their position:
• • Helps social interactions between the economic ope-

rators and the public administrations of the two areas; 
supports the planning of technological systems in higher 
middle school so that education there may avail itself of 
scientific content available on the internet.
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SOCIETÀ AUTOSTRADA TIRRENICA S.P.A. SAT

Energy policy

SAT’s sustainable development pursues the following objectives and 
modus operandi:
• Improving airport and road service quality and safety standards
• by carrying out infrastructure works, implementing timely, accura-

te and quality communication and promoting community informa-
tion and awareness campaigns. 

• Exchanging views, in a transparent and constructive fashion, with 
the local authorities and institutions at each phase of the work (de-
sign, construction, operating).

• Prioritising health and safety at work, especially in terms of pre-
vention, by implementing dedicated Management Systems,  con-
stant improvement of company procedures and planned and fo-
cused training;

• Putting people, their talent, motivation and skills at the centre. 
• Going beyond merely respecting the national laws and regulations 

governing human rights and working conditions, by subscribing to 
international standards and collaborating with Institutions and the 
Community.

• Encouraging the use of renewable energy sources and develop 
more efficient solutions to contain CO2 emissions and optimise 
energy consumption to minimize environmental impacts;

• Promoting the development and enhancement of cultural, artistic, 
architectural and environmental heritage. 

Projects the company is 
involved in  

Construction and maintenance of the efficiency of solar energy 
plants, improvement of the efficiency of heating and plumping 
systems, replacement of high energy efficient lamps.   

Significant events / 
Results achieved

Economic Savings and improvement of environmental management.

Waste management  
policy

SAT’s sustainable development pursues the following objectives and 
modus operandi:
• Improving airport and road service quality and safety standards 

by carrying out infrastructure works, implementing timely, accura-
te and quality communication and promoting community informa-
tion and awareness campaigns.

• Exchanging views, in a transparent and constructive fashion, with 
the local authorities and institutions at each phase of the work (de-
sign, construction, operating);

• Prioritising health and safety at work, especially in terms of pre-
vention, by implementing dedicated Management Systems, con-
stant improvement of company procedures and planned and fo-
cused training;  

• Putting people, their talent, motivation and skills at the centre.  

continued >
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Waste management 
policy

• Going beyond merely respecting national laws and regulation go-
verning human rights and work conditions, by subscribing to in-
ternational standards and collaborating with Institutions and the 
Community.

• Encourage the use of renewable energy sources and develop more 
efficient solutions to contain CO2 emissions and optimise energy 
consumption to minimise environmental impacts; 

• Promote the development and enhancement of cultural, artistic, 
architectural and environmental heritage

Within the scope of these policies is also the proper management of 
the waste that the Company produces.

Projects the Company is 
involved in

Improvement operations through the issue of Procedures, risk 
analyses, training, information and internal auditing.   

Significant events / 
Results achieved

SAT has its own Waste Separation and Recycling Area for the 
temporary disposal of waste before it is transported to the final 
landfill. situated in Piazzale del Posto di Manutenzione di Collesalvetti. 
The waste collection and temporary disposal process is carried out by 
SAT staff (Maintenance and Mobility operators), by Plant staff and by 
external companies whose activities are supervised by SAT staff. 

Noise mitigation policy

In accordance with article 4, paragraph 3, letter b of Legislative 
Decree 194 dated 19 August 2005, as subsequently modified,  Società 
Autostrada Tirrenica S.p.A., in its capacity of road infrastructure 
operator (with more than 6 million vehicle transits per year) is required 
to provide the responsible Authorities with data relating to “Action 
Plans” no later than 18 July 2018, with operator id IT_a_rd0017, as 
assigned to it by the Ministry of the Environment and Land and Sea 
Protection. These Action Plans have been prepared taking into account 
the Noise Mapping findings described in article 3 of the same Legislative 
decree, and are the implementation of the Motorway noise Reduction 
and Containment Plan of Autostrade for the five years 2018-2022. The 
objectives of European Directive 2002/49/EC and, thus, of legislative 
decree no.194, are to     “avoid and reduce environmental noise where 
necessary […], and to conserve the acoustic quality of the environment 
where this is “good” and, more specifically, “especially concern the 
priorities that can be identified when particular threshold values are 
exceeded”. The objective of the plan is to bring exposure levels on 
impacted receptors back within national limits provided for by the law.  

Projects the Company is 
involved in

Roadway noise works built by Società Autostrada Tirrenica S.p.A. 
during the five years 2013-2018 may be schematically looked at in 
terms of the Noise Renovation Plan (Piano di Risanamento Acustico) 
of which they are part. As required by the existing law (Framework 
Law 447/1995 as subsequently modified) Società Autostrada Tirrenica 
S.p.A. prepared and sent the Noise Renovation Plan for the entire 
motorway network to all the Municipalities affected by it. 
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Significant Events / 
Results achieved

Roadway noise works planned by Società Autostrada Tirrenica S.p.A. 
for the five years 2018-2023 are listed as follows: noise barrier from 
km 200+560 to km 200+210 southern carriageway, noise barrier 
from 184+580 to Km184+380 southern carriageway, noise barrier 
from 184+495 to km 184+ 295  southern carriageway, noise barrier 
from 184+580 to km 184+380 northern carriageway, noise barriers 
from km 172+501 to km 172+351 southern carriageway and from km 
172+809 to km, 172+659 southern carriageway,  noise barriers from 
km 174+998 to km 174+898 and from km 180+561 to  km 180+461 
southern carriageway, other direct works on noise receptors as may 
be needed after testing.

Water resource 
management policy

All drainages, except for domestic waste water ones running into the 
sewer system, need to be approved by the Authorities in advance.
Moreover, all monitoring related to the quality of the water network, 
especially for the purposes of Legionnaires’ disease, needs to be 
planned.

Projects the Company is 
involved in

All drainages are governed in accordance with their compliance to the 
quality objectives of the water vessels and must at any rate comply with 
the threshold values provided for in Appendix 5, Part III of Legislative 
Decree 152/06, established in relation to the type of drainage and the 
receiving vessel (unless otherwise provided for by regional regulations 
or exceptions). For certain toxic substances the Regions may provide 
for more stringent limits than those of Legislative Decree 152/06 for 
the disposal into surface waters, the sewerage network or ground.
Threshold values may under no circumstance be attained through 
dilution with other water.
All civilian or industrial waste water disposal into the subsoil and into 
aquifers is categorically prohibited. 
A Legionnaires’ disease risk monitoring plan has been implemented 
with periodic sanitization of the water network and monitoring.  

Significant events / 
Results Achieved

The Company, through its appointed contractor, is responsible 
for checking the quality of the drainage system by sampling the 
water to ascertain that values comply with Appendix 5, part III of 
Legislative Decree 152/2006, as subsequently modified, and with 
the requirements of the authorization; it checks that any prohibited 
disposal into the ground, subsoil or aquifers is met (unless exceptions 
apply under Article 103, paragraph 1 of Legislative Decree 152/2006 
as subsequently modified) and that the necessary treatment is carried 
out for disposal into other vessels, apart from those provided for under 
paragraph 1 of article 103. If requirements are not complied with, 
the disposal authorization is considered as revoked. The Company 
ascertains proper management of liquid waste (e.g. waste tanks 
for camper liquid waste, biological septic tanks where legal) where 
the definition of domestic waste water does not apply; ascertains 
the existence of authorisations for all new drainage systems where 
location changes have taken place.
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CONCESSIONI AUTOSTRADALI VENETE S.P.A. - CAV
IL SISTEMA CONTROMANO

WRONG DIRECTION
DETECTOR  (1...n)

VIDEO MONITORING
CAMERA

OCR/NUMBERPLATE
CAMERA

DATA ACQUSITION

DOCUMENTAZIONE
EVENTI

GESIONE LOGICHE E
APPARATI

AUTODIAGNOSTICA
APPARATI

LOCAL SUPERVISOR

WRONG DIRECTION
DRIVING ALERT

JUNCTION USERS
ALERT

MAIN ROAD
USERS ALERT

USER WARNING

SW OPERATING CENTER
(alarms, event history, etc.)

A vehicle entering the motorway in the wrong direction is something that can happen and so-
mething that can have extreme consequences in terms of road safety.  
Since there is no literature of reference,  Concessioni Autostradali Venete has prepared its own 
Model to manage such situations and submitted it to the Central Office for Road Safety, which 
recognised its soundness under all points of view and officially authorised its use:
The Model that was approved can: 
• Activate quick and clear communications about the situation to road users;
• Activate, in the least possible time, quick, effective and safe traffic actions capable of pre-

venting possible head-on collisions.
• Eliminate the problem by taking the vehicle that is proceeding in the wrong direction off the 

carriageway.
This procedure, which has for the first time ever been authorised by the Ministry of Infrastructu-
re and Transport, is now an authoritative source for action and protects from all sorts of re-
sponsibility, including that of the operators that are involved. 

continued >
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In short, the system has been conceived to:
• Immediately detect the danger of a vehicle driving in the wrong direction;
• Timely signal to the driver the error that he/she has made by using strong, highly visual 

messages capable of catching the attention of even the most distracted driver;
• Immediate identify the vehicle’s position and give operators unambiguous instructions on 

how to intervene;
• Collect information on the vehicle, even in terms of its legality;
• If the driving in the wrong direction persists, advise other motorway users of the potential 

danger ahead.
The Automatic detection of an incident of driving in the wrong direction (“Rilevazione automa-
tica contromano”) has been tested and validated in collaboration with the Veneto and Padova 
Road Police .The system is currently in operation at the Mira Oriago (VE) junction, one of the 
stations along the CAV operated motorway.
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CONCESSIONI AUTOSTRADALI VENETE S.P.A. - CAV
THE WEIGHT IN MOTION SYSTEM

Checking heavy vehicles and their weight is a matter of fundamental importance for road sa-
fety. Overloaded vehicles are a threat to the infrastructure, since the infrastructure not only 
becomes a risk for the safety of motorway users, but its wear and tear is more rapid too. 
The Weight In Motion (WIM) system allows road operators to weigh vehicles systematically 
and to apply their weight limits, and to do so at cruising speeds without requiring traffic flow 
interruptions.
By using high-precision sensors installed on the road surface and intelligent cameras, a num-
ber of vehicle parameters can be tracked, such as weight, speed, number of wheel axes and the 
distance between them.  WIM also allows detection of potential problems and intervenes in a 
timely fashion. The road stretch identified as suitable for this experimental project is a slip road 
on the Milano-Venezia motorway(Padova-Venezia bypass), near Marghera.
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CONCESSIONI AUTOSTRADALI VENETE S.P.A. - CAV
PROGETTO CAV 2.0 – INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

This project falls within the broader scope of CAV’s strategic guidelines, which identified one its 
main objectives in its adherence to the national programme for the modernization and digitali-
zation of motorway infrastructure. 
This is a multidisciplinary project involving experts with transverse technique, technology, legal 
and administrative skills and know-how.  
The objectives of the CAV 2.0 are the following:
• Software development services: development of an integrated management system throu-

gh implementation of new functional SW for monitoring, maintenance and running of opera-
tions, allowing for standardization and digitalization of processes and information systems;

• Maintenance, management and support services: integration and optimization of existing in-
formation systems through appropriate cooperation between existing applications, software 
components and databases and the development of new functionalities, whilst guaranteeing 
constant support and accurate monitoring aimed at mitigating information system risks;

• Organizational support service: checking and implementing the management system in 
compliance with ISO 9001, 14001, 39001, 27001, 45001, SA8000 standards, also with a 
goal to defining a new organization based on innovative technological solutions.

Within this context CAV has started the first phase of the CAV 2.0 project, which provides for:
• Support in defining a new organization by revisiting the map of processes, the workflow of 

each process and the relative procedures, especially in terms of asset and operations ma-
nagement;

• Introduction of 4 new software applications (SW Asset Management, Maggioli A&C, Zuc-
chetti

• Infinity and SAP),
• Integration of the management system (integration between software applications, proce-

dures and processes) 
• Maintenance services of new software applications 
In defining a coherent and integrated digital organization, based on the use of innovative tech-
nological instruments and aimed at a rationalisation and improved efficiency of processes, CAV 
has started the second phase of the CAV 2.0 project. This phase is aimed at implementing and 
integrating new functional applications and supporting the organizational change to pursue 
improved process and management rationalisation and efficiency. 
The objective is therefore both the creation of a new software platform for the Operations Cen-
tre as well as overall integration to be achieved through the use of smart and 4.0 technologies 
enabling constant monitoring of assets and mobility.  
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S.P.A. AUTOVIE VENETE

CEF (Connecting Europe Facilities) European co-financing programme for the ITS (Intelligent 
Transport Systems) sector and C-ITS (Cooperative – ITS)

SMART ROAD
In February 2018 the Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport (MIT) issued the “Smart Road” Mi-
nisterial Decree for the implementation of the process of transformation of road infrastructure, 
according to the digitalization and automation objectives of the main road network. Specifical-
ly, the Ministerial Decree defines the objectives which, through the innovation of technologies, 
systems and processes, will allow for the constant and reliable control of  infrastructure, traffic 
and mobility; the future development of the road transportation sector is set out with the in-
troduction of intelligent “cooperative” systems between vehicle and infrastructure, planned for 
the introduction of assisted and autonomous driving systems. Collaboration between Autovie 
Venete and the “Smart Roads and Innovation” Workgroup of  Aiscat therefore continues, and 
within this scope work has also started to address environmental monitoring and construction 
works more carefully to install and test innovative systems for constant monitoring using IoT 
(Internet of Things) technology, to be integrated with current monitoring systems. In 2020 the 
Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport resumed discussions with stakeholders involved in the 
development of national Smart Roads, initiating a review of already published documents and 
of the procedures for implementing connected services.

Within the scope of these works, Autovie Venete, has adhered to many European projects and 
participated in several different E.U. programmes on Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS).

The multiannual CEF (Connecting Europe Facility 2014-2020) programme, sponsored by the 
European Commission to support investments on the main European networks, especially to 
optimize and increase integration, interconnection and interoperability of transport services 
while guaranteeing broad accessibility to European infrastructures, has allowed the conces-
sionaire to present, together with the support of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport, a 
number of proposals, especially in terms of intelligent road transport services, for technological 
and service innovation along the main road transportation corridors (Baltic- Adriatic, Mediter-
ranean and North Sea- Mediterranean Sea).
Autovie Venete is a partner of EU EIP, Ursa Major Neo, Crocodile 3, C-Roads Italy (1 and 3) and 
FENIX projects.  

The third phase of the C-Roads Italy project was presented to the E.U. and approved by it in 
2020, and the official work “Kick-Off Meeting” was held in early December 2020. The program-
me provides for an extension of the works already planned and under completion in phase 1 of 
the project.  

continued >
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Participation in the works for the European ITS Platform (EU EIP) continues, where the conces-
sionaire’s Innovation Staff leads the Group of Experts for travellers’ information services and 
chairs the work of the another two Expert Groups, the one for Logistics Services and the one for 
the Transportation of Goods. The concessionaire follows the task force for the development of 
DATEX II (traffic data and information exchange standard among road operators and service 
providers). In 2020 the aforesaid work was summarised in a document to be published in 2021 
with the support of the European Commission; the goal is to present a Reference Handbook for 
harmonized ITS Core Service Deployment in Europe.
 
Collaboration for traffic information and data exchange between the operating centre of Auto-
vie Venete and those of bordering countries in Austria (with Concessionaire ASFINAG – Vienna 
national centre) and in Slovenia (with DARS) has continued. In relation to the Crocodile 3 project, 
work has been broadened to include Hungarian and Croatian motorway concessionaires and 
in 2020 a platform was developed to share the most significant events in terms of traffic, we-
ather conditions and worksite impacts. The system required numerous operating tests (carried 
out between operation centres and European staff) and relies on a web map and interface 
that includes both regional and international traffic management systems and the utmost di-
stribution of same across the main information channels to make information available across 
different European countries. International traffic management plans have been prepared also 
within the scope of collaboration work with Austria, Germany, Holland, Switzerland, Slovenia, 
Hungary and Croatia, making it possible to define traffic control actions and measures and to 
redirect international traffic flows  onto alternative routes that have been agreed with the au-
thorities of different European countries. 

C-ROADS ITALY
The project’s objective is to develop both road and telecommunication infrastructure for the 
purpose of creating vehicle connected roads through wifi ETSI G5, , as well as for the use of the 
hybrid system which includes LTE mobile communication. Another objective is that of provi-
ding autonomous driving services for heavy vehicles by integrating information from the Traffic 
Control Centres with the data from vehicles. The work collaboration with Iveco, Fiat Research 
Centre, TIM, the Polytechnic of Milan, the Road Police and two North East motorway concessio-
naire companies  (Autostrada del Brennero S.p.A. and CAV-Concessioni Autostradali Venete 
S.p.A.) aims at testing the services along a road corridor bordering other European countries. 
This is because a high level of standardization will have to allow the aforesaid services to be 
applied across most EU countries.  
The objectives of the project are to improve the transport and traffic management system for 
better road safety, greater infrastructure capacity and traffic fluidity and to decrease pollution 
through improved vehicle energy efficiency. The initiative is a pilot-project falling within the 
broader European development platform system and involves institutions as well as several 
international industrial, “automotive” and telecommunications partners.
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FENIX PROJECT
The European FENIX (FEderated Network of Information eXchange in LogistiX) project, coordi-
nated by ERTICO, started in 2019. The aim of the project, which involves more than 40 Euro-
pean partners, is to build a European platform where all the data that makes up the logistics 
chain can be shared: a logical and physical architecture allowing information to be used in an 
interoperable fashion by different modes of transport and across the different players involved 
in the transportation of goods. Specifically, during the period of the project – until March 2023 
– Autovie will, through its Innovation Staff, work on the Trieste Living Lab (or Pilot), involving 
the North Adriatic Port system Authority, the freight terminal of Cervignano and Fernetti, F.lli 
Codognotto, the Polytechnic of Bari and other industrial partners. Autovie will collaborate in 
drafting recommendations for the digitalization of traffic and transport data, the interoperabi-
lity of systems and the management of data relating to the transportation of hazardous goods 
and heavy traffic to and from the port of Trieste. Autovie will also analyse the environmental 
impact of the data detected along the motorway axis. Numerous web-meetings were held in 
2020 to define the Use Cases to be tested in the pilot project and for the definition of the requi-
rements of reference for distribution of the data needed for the logistics platform. 
Technical meetings were held with the Polytechnic of Bari to analyse and process traffic data, 
especially that of heavy vehicles, correlated with environmental monitoring and hazardous go-
ods transportation activities. Moreover, Use Cases for the Trieste pilot project, which are inte-
grated with  those of other European Living Labs, were defined.
Traffic forecast and monitoring model: collaboration with the National Research Council (CNR) 
– Institute for Calculus Applications.  
Collaboration with the CNR on the project to develop a real-time motorway traffic monitoring 
system continues. This project is for a directly managed system, capable of simulating and fo-
recasting traffic trends at short notice based on the impact of events, conditions and incidents 
on the motorway network. The project has devised a forecasting model based on historical and 
real-time data, and can forecast traffic trends over a temporal horizon of approximately 30 
minutes. The estimated timeframe to develop the interface and the graphical representation is 
approximately 18 months.  Among the forecasting input elements, will be information supplied 
by the collection system and satellite pictures processed by QMap and Infoblu. This is a service 
that is used to analyse traffic events and congestion in real-time through a web interface avai-
lable to workstation operators and displayable on video walls. 

AUTOMATIC INCIDENT DETECTION SYSTEM
The project entails the development of an innovative system called AID (Automatic Incident 
Detection) which consists in the integration of different detection systems by way of advanced 
cameras and radar sensors to create specific video analysis and traffic flow algorithms that 
are able to detect and signal traffic flow anomalies. This signalling, together with the informa-
tion and images of the incidents, is made available to the Information Radio Centre, which can 
immediately classify it and initiate the necessary actions (Accident, traffic jam, driving in the 
wrong direction,..).
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EUROPEAN ELECTRONIC TOLL SERVICE (SET)
This project, for the development of the European Electronic Toll Service, is the most important 
innovation and follows in the footsteps of the one prepared in accordance with EC Directive 
2004/52, decision EC 2009/750/CE and Directive 2019/520 of the European Parliament and 
Council. Having taken into account the increase in international motorway traffic, the project’s 
aim is to create the new functionalities needed to manage SET transits and, on a national level, 
to carry out works on existing toll stations so that these may be suitably upgraded to manage 
toll fees that are related to the actual stretch of motorway covered.
The project has allowed the upgrading of existing toll stations so as to align them with require-
ments at a European level. This work has mainly consisted in updating communication systems 
between the vehicle and the toll collecting system. Once fully operational, the new system will 
allow real-time processing of data and automatic matching between number plate and on-bo-
ard device needed to identify the real route that has been travelled and the relative toll fee to 
be charged, reducing the possibility of not being able to allocate a certain motorway entry 
station  to a minimum. The infrastructure works have affected all 142 toll collection lanes (80 of 
which provided for non-stop payment system) located at the 15 motorway stations along the 
motorway stretch in question. Commercial agreements were signed in 2020 with two main SET  
suppliers (foreign companies).
Service providers started the electronic toll payment service for heavy vehicles at the end of 
2020, one also for interoperable service for the use with light vehicles too.  Numerous negotia-
tions were started during the year with other service providers, as was toll device testing and 
validation work.
Autovie Venete participates in the Aiscat “International Themes” WorkGroup, where it shares 
the results and prospects of European programmes as well as relevant work activities of ASE-
CAP and the European Commission.   
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CROCODILE3 EUROPEAN PROJECT
CIRCULATION OF INFORMATION TO TRAVELLERS
The end of 2020 saw the start of a collaboration for the exchange of traffic data and infor-
mation between the Radio Information Centre of Autovie Venete in Palmanova and the Traf-
fic Control Centres of bordering countries in Austria (with  Concessionaire Asfinag), Slovenia 
(with DARS) and companies operating the main motorways in Hungary and Croatia. The main 
objective of this European project (called Crocodile 3) is to ensure the broadest possible circu-
lation of news and information to international travellers on the Adriatic – Baltic corridor, and 
the consequent implementation of trans-border traffic emergency management plans. The 
work was developed using the  DATEX 2 standard for interoperable data exchanges and a web 
platform to manage all emergency incident information and the activation and management 
of international traffic re-channelling plans. All plans (local, national and supranational) have 
been digitalized and uploaded onto specific apps, together with all related actions and mea-
sures to be implemented by all parties involved in the traffic management. The activation and 
confirmation of the measures that are provided for in the plans are managed by the platform 
by the traffic operators of the different concessionaire companies. The main benefit of Croco-
dile3 is a reduction in traffic congestion and, consequently, also in environmental pollution and 
the risk of accidents.

The actions that this European project entails are: 
• Coordination of trans-border traffic and consequent cooperation agreements. 
• Monitoring and processing of traffic data connected with road safety and traffic in real time.  
• Activation and management of national traffic data collection points.
• Circulation of information services to travellers.  
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Corporate governance steers companies towards their objectives and is a key component 
in the approach to sustainability. All AISCAT Members have a Supervisory Board in accor-
dance with Italian Legislative Decree 231/2001. The Supervisory Board plays a fundamen-
tal role in promoting ethical behaviour and preventing the perpetration of unlawful acts. 
Almost all AISCAT Members (94%) have anti-corruption procedures in place. Finally, 78% of 
Members adopt supplier selection procedures that adhere to sustainability criteria (Envi-
ronmental Social Governance).  This is fundamental because it allows Members to contribu-
te to the sustainability effort also within the scope of their supply chain. 

HUMAN RESOURCES HEALTH AND SAFETY – CORE INDICATORS

INDICATOR 2020 2019 2018

Existence of a Supervisory Board
(pursuant to Legislative Decree 231/01)

100% 100% 100%

Existence of anti-corruption procedures 94% 94% 94%

Existence of supplier selection procedures according
to ESG criteria

78% 78% 78%

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

CAPITOLO 5
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METHODOLOGY

Once again the Sustainability Report wishes to provide a picture of the environmental and 
social performance of AISCAT Members for the year ending 31.12.2020. Unless otherwise 
stated, all information should be understood to refer to 31.12.2020.
This Sustainability Report was drafted by AISCAT management with the support of a Work 
Group consisting of representatives of the association and its Members.  The international 
standards of reference used in this report are the Sustainability Accounting Standard Bo-
ard (SASB) and the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). SASB guidelines, especially those rela-
ting to the “engineering and construction services” sector, were used to objectively identify 
the most relevant issues to address. Among these, SASB identifies the following: structural 
integrity and safety, workforce health and safety and business ethics. Identification of the 
relevant issues also benefitted from benchmark analyses carried out on several pioneering 
European concessionaires in terms of accounting and sustainability.  In this regard, it must 
be noted that AISCAT is the first national association to have drafted a sustainability report. 
After having identified the relevant issues, appropriate indicators for them were identified 
(also on the basis of standards issued by the Global Reporting Initiative) and their calcula-
tion data was collected.  In 2020, AISCAT Members operated an overall motorway network 
of 4,835 km. In drafting this Sustainability Report data was successfully collected for 4,490 
km (93%) of the AISCAT network, and then parameterised to 100% of it. Data relating to ye-
ars prior to 2020 were made comparable by correlating the kilometres of network operated 
in 2020 with those operated in previous years. 
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GLOSSARY

ASECAP: the European Association of Operators of Toll Road Infrastructure

IBTTA: International Bridge Tunnel and Turnpike Association

PIARC: World Road Association 

Traffic: represents the utilisation of the motorway network, measured as the total number 
of Km travelled by all vehicles (light and heavy) that have transited on the network.

Electronic Toll Payment: Electronic motorway toll collecting system: a device installed on 
the car that enables the toll fee to be charged to a credit card.

Construction work (work): Bridges, flyovers, tunnels

Scope 1 (CO2 emissions): Direct emissions (Scope 1) are generated directly by the Members 
(for example: consumption for office and other work site heating). 

Scope 2 (CO2 emissions): Indirect emissions (Scope 2) are indirectly generated by the acti-
vities of Members and include, for example, CO2 emissions due to the use of electricity for 
tunnel lighting or ventilation. 

Scope 3 (CO2 emissions): Other emissions (Scope 3) are the outcome of the activities of the 
Members, the sources of which are not, however, owned or controlled by the Members.  The-
se include, for example, additional emissions due to motorway congestions, fugitive metha-
ne emissions, emissions connected with the purchase and transportation of raw materials 
and emissions connected with product waste disposal.

Global Value Added: quantifies the economic effect that the activities of AISCAT Members 
has on stakeholders most directly involved in the companies’ economic production activities 
and that take part in its distribution.  

Tunnel: a roughly horizontal perforation of high ground soil that connects two points.

Environmentally significant expenses and investment: These relate to activities carried out 
by Members to reduce the environmental impacts of their construction works or of their 
operating beyond the levels required by the law. The table provides details of amounts 
spent or invested broken down by type of activity (water, ground and landscape; waste tre-
atment and management; treatment of emissions; noise; environmental reclamation and 
remediation works; renewable energy plants and energy efficiency works; other operating 
costs; environmental impact studies and surveys). 

Vehicle-Km (millions): the indicator used to measure the traffic that has transited on the 
network. It is the sum of the Km travelled by all vehicles on the network.












